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Qu1cKSTART 
These six pages are designed to get you into EverQuest as quickly as possible . 
Page numbers in parentheses tell you where to find more detailed information 
in this manual. 

System :Requirements 
Before you insta ll the game, make sure that your system meets the following 
requirements: 

~inimum Confi9uration 
+ Windows 95/ 98/ 2000 

• 200 MHz or faster Intel" Pentium"' processor 

+ 64MB RAM 

+ 2X or faster CD-ROM drive with Windows-compatib le 32-b it driver 

• Direct3D- or Glide-comp liant video card with 8MB RAM 

+ 600MB free hard drive space (includes space for Windows swap fi le) 

+ Internet connection with 28 .8 Kbps or faster connection speed 

+ DirectX 7.0a or higher with compliant video and sound 

+ Microsoft-compatible mouse 

::Recommended Con{ i9 uration 
• 350 MHz or faster Intel '' Pentium II " processor 

• 128M B RAM 

.:Jnstallin9 the Bame 
Insert the first EverQuest Trilogy CD into your CD-ROM drive. The 
installation should begin on its own within a minute . If it does not, you can 
start the installation by opening My Computer, double-clicking on your CD
ROM drive, then finally double-clicking the EverQuest Trilogy icon. Follow 
the instructions within the setup program to complete the insta llation. After 
the game is ful ly installed , an EverQuest shortcut will be added to your 
desktop and Start menu. 

Startin9 the Bame 
In order to play, you must first set up an EverQuest account. 
To do this , do the following: 
+ Connect to the Internet 

+ Double left click on EverQuest.exe , or double left click on an EverQuest 
shortcut on your desktop or taskbar ( If you have one). This connects to 
the EverQuest login server and down loads any additional files t hat have 
been either changed or added . When you do t his for the first time , it is 
normal to get many files added to what was installed from the EverQuest 
CD. 

+ Click Play Online on the patcher program , after it is done downloading any 
files . 

+ Left Click on Account, then click on New Account, to register and set up a 
name and password for your new account. You will need your CD Key here 
to set up the account. 

+ Choose a password that NO ONE wi ll know. Account security is the 
responsibi li ty of the account ho lder. Please note EverQuest accounts are 
not to be shared . Each family member is to have their own account. The 
exception to this is for parents to purchase an account for a child . Please 
refer to the End User License Agreement which you click I Accept to, every
time you play EverQuest, for a detailed description of policies regarding 
account sharing. Please be sure to let us know if your email address 
changes in the future by changing your account information from www.sta
tion.sony.com if it happens to change due to switching ISPs, etc . 

• Click on Change Account to set up a billing option. You will need a credit 
card to do this. 

• Click on Connect to start the game. 

• Select a server, then click Play EverQuest. Please refer to the 
EQManual_Supplement.doc or .txt in your EverQuest fo lder for a descrip
tion of our different server types. 

+ Click on Create new character. At this point, you will be required to 
choose a race , class and deity. You will also need to invest your abi lity 
points into your attributes. The recommended attributes to add to are col
ored green. It is suggested that players do some research before creating 
their first character. 

• Before your character is done , you need to choose a name. It is strongly 
suggest you read t he EverQuest naming policy before choosing a name. In 
order to protect our ro le playing environment, the naming policy is neces
sary. Please refer to the naming policy at www.EverQuest.com before 
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selecting a name for your character. Also, you can choose to click on Get 
Name for our random name generator to suggest some names you might 
like . Be aware that some of these names have been taken by other players . 
So you may not get a random name approved every time . 

+ Once you have chosen a name, you may or may not be able to change your 
starting city. After a deity a nd starting city has been determined, click 
" Enter World " to start the game. 

~rrivin9 in !J.Jorrath 
You begin the game in your starting city with these items. (Press OJ, then click 
Inventory to view them) . 

5 Bread cakes and 5 skins of milk 
Spells (for so me classes) 
Standard weapon (dagger, sword , or club) 
Scroll with instructions (a tattered note: right click on the scroll to read it) 
Tome of Order and Discord 

The Tome of Order and Discord is for those players who choose the way of 
chaos. Once the Tome of Order and Discord has been turned into the Priest 
of Discord , that character is now player vs . player flagged and can attack 
other players that have also chosen the ways of chaos. It is suggested that 
only well experienced and seasoned players choose this path , as it is very limit
ing in that you can not receive beneficial spells from those that have not cho
sen the same path . For those players that are interested in player vs . player 
battles, there are servers specifically with that in mind . Please refer to 
EQManual_Supplement.doc or .txt in your EverQuest folder on your hard 
drive . 

Next, carry your message scro ll to your Guild Master. He or she will then give 
you a basic item of clothing and more information about what to do next . 
Press " I" and click on the clothing item to pick it up, then click on the picture 
of your character in the upper right part of your Inventory screen in order to 
wear it. The pictured area of your inventory screen is an auto equip area. 
Dropping an item into the auto equip area wi ll equip the item. This is provid
ed there is nothing in the slot the item goes in , and your class , race , and deity 
can wear or use it . If the item can not be worn , it will automatica lly go to one 
of the main inventory slots. If those are full , the item will go into the first 
container in the upper left most spot. If a ll main inventory slots and contain
ers are full , the item wi ll drop to the ground . Be aware that some merchants 

are greedy and might pick up items they see lying on the ground. This 
also can be said about other players as we ll. 

'-7J1,ovin9 ~round 
To move around , use the arrow keys : 

(!), en E), E) Move forward / backward and turn left/ right 

INum Lock ) Press to run, or click Run on the interface 

Some other useful movement keys are : 

ICtrl) + EJ, 8 Step sideways 

ISpacebar) Jump 

@:) Duck down 

,.Cookin9 ~round 
Use the mouse or Numpad keys to change your current point of view: 

(j Right-click-and-drag mouse (use I F12) to toggle mouse panning) 

Or, press @D + [:±), (!), EJ, 8 
Numpad @),@] Pan view up, down 

Numpad [[) Re-center view 

Numpad en CD Zoom view in, out 

Communicatin9 
To send messages to characters around you: 

+ Press !Enter ), type your message, then press [Enter) again to send it. 

To talk to a non-p layer character (such as a shopkeeper NPC): 

+ "Hail " the NPC by left-clicking and typing (BJ. 

~ttackin9 with CWeapons 
Combat in towns is not suggested. Merchants most likely will be much 
stronger than your character starts out being. Getting away from the cities, 
one will find creatures of appropriate difficulty. Make sure you loot the 
corpses or your kills to sell the items for some well needed currency. 
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Before making an attack: 

+ (If applicable) Program any combat skills onto Hot buttons . 

+ Open your inventory (press OJ) and click on your weapon. 

+ Click on the picture of your character to put it in hand. (Do this 
again only when want to change the weapon you ' re holding.) 

+ Press OJ again or click Done. 

To make an attack: 

+ Move near your intended target and click on it. 

+ Press the auto-attack key (0 is the default) . (Or if you possess combat 
skills , click Combat , then any attack button .) 

Once you 've killed something, you can loot its corpse: 

+ Right-click on the corpse, then click on an item in the corpse's inventory. It 
"floats" on your cursor. 

+ Click on a free slot in your inventory. 

If you die, you can loot your own corpse - if you can locate your old body. 

'Usin9 U'Vl.agic 
Some occupations start out with one or more spells. To learn (scribe and 

memorize) a spell: 

+ Click Spells. 

+ Click on a spell scroll in your inventory. (Right-click on a scroll first to view 
its contents .) 

+ Click o n a free slot in your spell book to scribe (write) the spe ll. 
Scribed spells are permanently recorded in your spell book. 

+ Once it's scribed , click on the spell icon in your spell book. 

+ A rock-colored spe ll gem appears on your cursor. 

To cast a spe ll : 

Click on an oval slot to the left of the book to memorize the 
spell. (You can store up to 8 spells at one time in gem slots.) 

+ Click on a target. (Spells that affect only you don ' t require a target.) 

+ Click on a spel l gem (oval slot). 

+ Wait for your b lue mana bar to return to normal, then cast again . 

Quick Cash 
When you start, you've got enough food and drink to last for about 
5 game days (about 30 real-time hours) . 

To buy more, you need money. Here are some suggestions: 

Beg. Add the Beg ability to a Macro button and practice that skill by 
targeting no n-player characters and clicking Beg. Be aware that begging is a 
risky venture . Merchants may get tired of your begging and attack your 
character. 

Kill small game. Go into the wilderness (but not too far) and practice 
attacking rats, snakes , bats and other small game. Loot their corpses and sell 
any items you find to merchants. 

Cast spells. If you start out with a useful spell (for instance, Minor Healing for 
clerics) , stand near the city gates and offer to cast it for donations from fellow 
players. (Some spe ll s are known natura ll y. For others, you must scribe a spell 
scro ll from yo ur inventory.) 

1 platinum = 10 gold = 100 silver= 1 OOO copper 

Sblls 
Your character possesses a few basic skills at the start of the game. Everyone 
can Beg, Fish , use Sense Heading and Bind Wounds. Some ski ll s ( like Elvish or 
Pick Lock) are only origina lly known to those of a specific race or occupatio n, 
wh il e others t hat you don't originally know can be learned (such as swimming). 

l!I 
Progra m a ski ll onto a Macro button as fol lows: 

+ Click Abilities , then right-click on a Macro butto n. 

+ C li ck on a skil l to assign it to that slot. 

+ Click that Macro button to use t he skill. 

Click Persona and click Skills (if not already selected) to see how proficient 
you are in any given skill. The more you use a skill , the better you become at it. 
When you do improve, messages appear in your text disp lay. 
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Experience 
You start out at Experience Level 1 in whatever occupation you choose. As you 
gain experience through combat, you progress to the next level. 

Click Persona and click Stats (if not already selected) to view your current 
level and how much experience you need to advance to the next level. To gain 
experience, find your guild , kill creatures and complete quests. 

v4cquirin91 Selling and ~uyin9 :Jtems 
To loot the corpse of a monster or player you 've killed : 

+ Right-click on the corpse. You can only loot a corpse if t he damage you 
and/ or your group did was greater than anyone else . Players can only loot 
the corpses of other players if they play on a PvP server (player vs. player) 
and if they get the killing blow. Or, when a player who has turned in their 
tome to the Priest of Discord kills a player that has also turned in their 
tome on a regular server, they can loot the player's corpse. Please refer to 
the EQManual_Supplement.doc or .txt in your EverQuest folder you 
installed EverQuest to for a complete listing of looting rules on the differing 
PvP servers, as some servers have item loot and others only coin loot . 

+ Click on an item in the corpse' s inventory (it " floats" on your cursor) . 

+ Click on a free slot in your inventory. 

To buy/ sell an item : 

+ Right-click on a merchant NPC. 

+ Click on an item in your inventory to offer to sell it. 

+ Click Purchase or Sell (use the arrows to adjust the quantity if you ' re buy-
ing or selling multiple items) . To give away/ drop/ destroy an item : 

+ Open your inventory ([I]) . 
+ Click on the item (it "floats" on the cursor) . 

+ To drop it, click anywhere in your front view. 

+ To give it to someone, click on that person and click Give. 

+ To destroy something you can 't give away or drop, click Destroy. 

If you accidentally drop an item , you can pick it up : 

+ Double-click on the item (it appears as a small bag on the ground) . 

+ Click in an open inventory s lot. 

-----------------------

r:Ero9rammin9 2lot ~uttons I 
To copy any Macro button or interface button onto a 
Hot button slot: 

+ Click-and-hold on any button . A copy appears on 
your cursor. 

+ Click on the blank Hot button . 

6xitin9 the E ame 
To exit the game, sit down and set up camp in a safe area . Click SIT on the 
Main button set, then CAMP. (This takes approximately 30 seconds .) Then , 
click Exit. 

+ If you die, try not to quit the game before you find your corpse and recover 
any valuab le items. 

~-------~-
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A WEARYJTRAVELER'S 
OURNAL 

My companions, warriors and members of Evil's Bane , are sleeping 
close by as I write. It is our first night on blessedly dry land after a 
long sea journey. Only a sputtering candle lights this darkened 
common room of the first inn by the docks in Firiona Vie , as a fresh 
quill scratches my words on the parchment. We've all sailed a long 
way from Antonica, following the trail of stories and rumors about 
an unusual winged beast that swooped down during a battle and 
carried off Lysel - our sworn companion and the Bane's best 
swordswoman - in its hooked talons . 

Weeks ago, we were about to give up the search when Rallos Zek 
intervened and sent us a spark of hope in the form of a tall , cloaked 
visitor. He told us that he had heard of others being captured by 
flying creatures, and he told us we needed to forget about our friend 
- that she had been taken as a slave to the Ring of Scale on 
" Kunark," and that no slave has ever escaped . 

None of us had ever been to this place , Ku nark , but we were 
encouraged by the fact that Lysel might still be alive. We all agreed. If 
there was a chance that she lived , there was a chance we could 
rescue her. Our mysterious friend only shook his head . Then , he 
slipped back the hood of his cloak so that we might see his reptilian 
face . He introduced himself as Vanusk and told us he was boarding 
the Seahawk that evening to sail to Ku nark. In return for our 
companionship on the long voyage , and payment of his passage, 
Vanusk offered to tell us about his homeland . His tales included 
much that we already knew. However, so that I would miss nothing, I 

recorded everything he said . 

Jn the fBq1innin9 ... 
There always has been and always will be an entity known as The 

""!'-"";;;;.. .. r- Nameless. The universe and its countless suns and worlds sprang 
from the will of the Nameless , as well as many powerful 

-""""'= -~-,, creatures whom one might call gods . Whereas The Nameless 
created the stage, these gods gave birth to us , the many actors 

upon that stage . 'Veeshan 

<JJragons Jirst - 7he ~9e of Scale 
(/al(u..?f Mef 
/I({!,!( tto"ecl 
{/U.?ia" h,M"e,, 

/tfu.ei fl(Of'"e, 

Veeshan , Crystalline Dragon and ruler of the Plane of Sky, was the 
first g~d to notice the world of Norrath . She found it pleasing and 
deposited her brood onto the frozen continent ofVelious. Dragons 
walked the land and flew the skies - powerful beings of great 
intellect, wisdom , and strength . 

Early /Jods and 'Their Jnterve11tio11s - 'The Elder v49e ... 
In time, another god noticed Veeshan 's work. Brell Serilis , the Duke 
of Underfoot, secretly created a magic portal to a cavern deep in the 
belly of N~rrath . Through this portal , he seeded the depths of 
Norrath with all manner of creatures and sealed them within a 
labyrinthine chamber of mystical Living Stone. 

With his own supplicants in place , Brell Serilis then discussed the fate fBrell Serilis 
of Norrath with the other gods: T unare the Great Mother, Prexus the 
Oceanlord: and Rallos Zek the Warlord. With words befitting the 
King_ of Thieves , Brei I proposed that they accept an alliance of sorts , 
to d1v1de the planet amongst them for the purpose of keeping the 
Dragon Wurmqueen in check. All agreed to the division ; however, 
Rallos Zek pledged his allegiance to none. 

Thus, the gods each created a race of beings to keep a vigilant eye on 
Norrath and the schemes of Dragonkind . Brei I Seri I is had forged the 
Dwarves, stout and strong, deep beneath the mountains. Prexus the 
Ocean lord produced his children , the Kedge, hearty aquatic beings of 
great mental power and stamina. Aboveground , Tunare the Great 
Mother gave birth to the Elves , creatures of limitless grace and beauty. 
And Rallos Zek created the Giants , a race of fierce and formidable 'lwiare 
surface-dwellers, ever intent upon the defense of their lands . 

ILJmua11ted ~ttention - 'lhe ~ge of ~011ume11ls 
l~noruuk, The Prince of Hate , cursed his fellow gods for not including 
him in their pact and vowed they would regret such disrespect. He 
took the first Elven King and Queen and slowly tore them apart 
physically and mentally, over the course of three hundred years .' He 
then rebuilt them into his own dark sadistic image. These Dark Elven 
creatures came to be known as the Teir' Dal. 

Jnnoruuk 
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Fizzlethorpe Bristlebane and Cazic-Thule came next to Norrath . Brei I 
Serilis entered into a second pact with these gods, along with Rallos Zek. 

From this pact, Brell added the Gnomes - cousins to Dwarves, yet 
more wiry, gnarled and consumed by tinkering with devices . Rallos 
Zek made the Ogres - massive, implacable beings of questionable 
intelligence - and the Ores , bred for battle and singled-minded in 

their desire for conquest. 

On the surface, away from Elves and Giants, Fizzlethorpe Bristlebane 
fashioned the Halflings, a short and stubby folk, who were 
nonetheless agile and had a distinct propensity to meddle (or even 

pilfer) at times. 

Cazic-Thule, Lord of Fear, was drawn to the swamps and jungles of 
Norrath and there created the green-skinned Trolls and the reptilian 

lksar of Ku nark. 

Jall of :R.allos 2el{ and 2-lis Children 
Only the Ogres of Rallos Zek dared invade the Plane of Earth itself. 
Through a combined offensive effort, the other gods finally defeated 
and imprisoned Rallos Zek in his own domain, the Planes of Power. 
Thousands of Ogres were slain and their empire collapsed around 
them . The Giants were forced to flee their homes as the gods brought 
snow and ice to their previously lush lands . Rallos Zek' s third race, the 
Goblins, were also cursed, although no writings remain of their trials. 

End of Elven 'l!rosperihJ 
The Elddar Forest, the Elven realm of old, spread across the entire 
southeastern quarter ofTunaria. Tree communities as well as cities of 
marble and gleaming snow-white spires rose out of the forest, higher 
than the tallest trees. This prosperity drew the jealousy of Solusek Ro, 
Lord of Flame. The rivers ran dry, and less rain fell. The great Elven 
druids fought long and hard with their powerful magic, attempting to 
turn back the change, but they could only delay the inevitable. Slowly 
the forest gave way to desert, until at last even the fair Elven city 
Takish-Hiz crumbled, and the elves were forced to flee Tunaria, leaving 

much of their greatness behind . 

<JJirth of .2-lumanldnd - 'llte ~ge of <JJlood 
As the dust settled, the last of the gods came to Norrath . These were 
twin deities Mithaniel Marr, God ofValor, and his sister Erollisi , 
Goddess of Love. Their creatures, the Barbarians, proved a hardy race 
and settled the cold and rugged northlands near the ruins of the 
Giants ' empire . As the Barbarians spread out across the lands - in 
dispute with each other and any other race encountered - a tiny 
movement toward enlightened thinking was sparked by the Twins 
Marr and began slowly to grow. And so, even amidst desolation and 
war, there was hope. 

This enlightened order of Barbarians became the fathers and mothers 
of the Human race. Their Combine Empire spread throughout the 
known world , but then died even more quickly than it grew, and for 
reasons still unknown. While they are the ancestors of every Human 
on Norrath, and their relics and ruins still litter lands from Odus to 
Faydwer, little history of their great empire remains . 

€arlu 2-luman Settlements - 'lhe ~ge of €nli9htenrnent 
To the west, a strong and noble band of Humans, lead by Antonius 
Bayle the First, founded Qeynos under the lofty principles of law. To 
the east, Freeport grew into an active and dangerous port of call for 
all who dared venture into the Ocean ofTears. The great continent of 
Tunaria became known as Antonica. 

Meanwhile, Human explorers and adventurers returned from afar 
with tales of Elves , Dwarves , and other strange creatures , as well as 
descriptions of ancient, abandoned cities. A few even came back with 
limited knowledge of sorcery and the mystic arts. When a 
discontented minority of leaders heard these tales , they became both 
jealous of the arts and races described therein and determined to see 
these lands for themselves. 

~agic 
Leaving a small network of spies behind them , Erud and the above 
mentioned discontents sailed west and landed upon the barren coast 
ofOdus Island . They soon estab lished Erudin, a city almost entirely 
within a towering castle inhabited by scribes and scholars called High 
Men . Within the castle walls they gathered and analyzed reports, 
captured books or scro lls , and other artifacts brought to them by 

€rollisi 

~itlianiel 
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their spies. Soon many " Erudites" - wizards, sorcerers, and 
enchanters - occupied the great halls of Erudin, growing immensely 

in both power and knowledge. 

JVlagic in CWar - 'lhe ~ge of 'lurmoil 
Some years later, a small group of Erudites discovered the lost art of 
necromancy and were branded heretics . For the first time in hundreds 

of years, the Erudites knew and engaged in civil war. 

But war among the Erudites held one significant difference. In place 
of swords and bows, they used magic. Lives by the hundreds were 
lost, great buildings and structures destroyed, and eventually the 
heretics were forced to flee Erudin and regroup in the southern 
regions of Odus. The great arcane energies released in the final battle 
of the war opened an immense hole in the earth, leading to depths 
unknown. Along the sides of this chasm, the heretics built Paineel , 

their city of refuge. 

~nd, in ~l<wiark 
Tonight, Vanusk sat in silence until I asked him to continue. He 
wanted to know what we had learned. When we started to recite the 
tales back to him , he silenced us and asked again what we had 
learned. The Bane's leader ventured a guess and told him that the 
only constants seem to be struggle, death , war and deceit. He pulled 
back the edges of his mouth in what must have been an lksar smile 
and said , "As goes Norrath , so goes Ku nark. Now, you are ready to 

learn of my land." 

He sat back, leaning his strong tail against the railing of our ship and 
looked south. "Since the beginning," he said, " Kunark has suffered 
under the shadow of the wurm." His fantastic tale continued over the 

last days of our sea journey. 

Shissir ~l<ingdom 
While the dragons took centuries to grow and organize, a race of 
intelligent snake men - the Shissir - assumed the forefront. The 
Shissir were a brutal race who enslaved the lksar, using Vanusk's 
ancestors for workers and food . From their capital of Chelsith in 
what is now The Overthere, they explored dark rites and forgotten 
evils which would lay the foundation for much of lksar knowledge 

a nd philosophy. 

As learned from the rest of Norrath , nothing is permanent. 
Eventually, the Shissir angered even their own gods. A horrible plague 
destroyed every Shissir; however, the lksar survived unscathed . 

.Jbar 2'/ation 
Over the next several centuries, the lksar grew to greatness on the 
buried ashes of their former masters . They migrated outward 
across the continent of Ku nark and formed five principal tribe
states: Kylong, Nathsar, Obulus, Jarsath and Kunzar. This last tribe
state was led by Venril Sathir, a young and powerful warrior-mage, who 
raised an unyielding army of undead with the assistance of dark magic. 

Sathir and his Kunzar armies conquered and annexed the remaining 
tribe-states under his rule as the first King ofSebilis, the renamed 
lksar nation. In order to build his Sebilisan Empire , Sathir brutally 
captured and enslaved the Hill Giants , Forest Giants and Froglok of 
Ku nark . Throughout Sathir's life, the Sebilisan Empire quickly grew in 
might, power and grandeur . 

'lhe :Rule of :Rile 
King Sathir aged, but, of course, he did not want to die . To cheat 
death , he made an unholy pact with lnnoruuk to rise , undead and 
immortal. Rile , Sathir's heir, had other plans and thwarted the ritual. 
Sathir's soul was trapped inside an amulet that was hidden away as 
Rile cremated his father's body. 

Rile assumed the throne; however, little changed in the kingdom. The 
son of Sathir seized more valuable land and his ruthless reputation 
increased under the terrors of his warlords: Kurn Mach ta and 
Karatukus and the vampire, Chosooth. By the time these warlords 
finished , most of the continent definitely belonged to Sebilis ... all 
but a few pockets of Giants and Dragons. 

'llie :Ri119 of Scale 
The lksar had left the Dragon lands alone, but their threat was easy 

to see. The Dragon lords convened the Ring of Scale and argued 
about how to proceed . Trakanon, the large blue , advocated swift 
intervention on behalf of all races against the lksar. However, 
Trakanon was voted down and the Ring of Scale decided to intervene 
only indirectly. 
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Trakanon and a number of the younger dragons decided more direct 
action was required. They conjured a squall at sea that destroyed 
Rile 's warship while the King was on board . This action triggered a 
spectacular war among the Dragons that lasted for almost a h_alf 
century. Since this Ring of Scale was, in all likelihood , responsible for 
the capture of our companion, we were understandably curious to 
learn as much as we could. Vanusk answered only one question with, 
"There are lesser dragons that fly across Norrath and pluck 
candidates for slavery to the Ring of Scale." 

,1 v4trebe' s J ksar empire . . 
t. ' Atrebe, Rile 's first-hatched son, then became King. This young lksar 

was different from his father. He was reclusive and enamored of the 
dark arts . All feared his use of the evil magic of the Shissir and his 
grandfather, Sathir. His foul experiments joined a dragon with an 
lksar, creating the Sarnak, a race of intelligent Dragon-men . He also 
joined a Dragon with a Froglok, creating flying mounts for his armies, 
he Sokokar. On these flying beasts, the lksar were deadly. Soon , only 

the hardiest Dragonkind stood unconquered by the Sebilisan Empire. 

:Jbar vs. the 2{i119 of Scale 
Over the next half century, Dragon kind struggled against the lksar' 
airborne army. Atrebe was succeeded by his son, Ganak, a most capable 
warrior. The war ended inconclusively over the Field of Bone with aerial 
duel between Ganak on his Sokokar mount and jaled-Dar, then leader 
of the Ring of Scale. Both were incinerated by magic and fire. 

The Dragons retreated , but not before destroying the imperial palace 
and all Ganak's hatchlings in a daring final blaze of revenge . 

'lhe emerald Circle 
Instead of a new king, the lksar nobles created the Emerald Circle, a 
body of five nobles who wisely worked to enhance the lksar cities and 
trade, rebuild the navy, and return prosperity to the empire. 
Unfortunately, whenever the ambitions of rulers are involved , strife 
soon follows and the empire was ultimately divided into the original 
five tribal-states. Even that treaty was soon forgotten, as the tribes 
began to wrestle for supremacy over each other. Unbeknownst to the 
lksar, the Ring of Scale had also rebuilt and was meddling in every 
alliance and affair, pitting the tribal -states one against another. 

'lhe end of the Sebilisan empire 
The slaves revolted in Sebilis. Goblin lords from Faydwer invaded 
Ku nark. The Giants mustered an army and destroyed the warlord 
outposts before they attacked the cities. The final destructive attack 
on the lksar came when Trakanon and his Dragon allies descende 
d on what was left of the lksar cities and reduced them to ashes 
and ruins . The grand Sebilisan Empire was no more . Free from 
lksar restraints and rule, all the other races established themselves 

and began warring amongst themselves in their lust for domination. 

Two last warnings came from Vanusk as we bedded down for the 
evening. Our new friend told us that the undead King Venril Sathir had 
indeed been brought back into existence and ruled in Karner, in The 
Dreadlands, a place he recommended we avoid. The second warning 
was to avoid the Frontier Mountains. That foul bastard race, the 
Sarnak, had set up outposts there to breed Goblin and Froglok slaves. 

And now, the hour grows late . My notes are complete and I have 
prepared a new parchment to record upcoming events in our journey. 
I pray that Rallos Zek guide our will and that Vanusk will agree to 
guide our way to these mountains ofVeeshan's children. 
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VELIOUS OPPORTUNITIES - YOUR EYES 
ONLY 

NERIAK MINISTRY OF INFORMATION 
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Letter transcript recovered from :Jreeport: 
Mentor, 

I hope this reaches you before too much time has passed. In 
my last letter, I told you about securing passage on the gnomish 
vessel lceBreaker, which had recently begun making voyages from 
the Northern Desert of Ro to the frozen continent ofVelious. Little 
did I know what was in store for me. 

The lceBreaker is not your typical vessel. Built like all things 
gnomish , it is more about function than form or comfort. I will not 
bore you with the details of my wretched journey across the lceclad 
Ocean . I will also refrain from commenting on the nature of the 
gnomes who crewed the vessel. Gnomish pirates , indeed! 

Having already made several voyages from Antonica, the 
gnomes established a beach camp and constructed a rudimentary 
dock. Beyond that, they lacked for almost any real creature com
fort. They made a few short forays inland, but mostly, they stuck 
close to the landing area, trading with a relative ly peaceful tribe of 
gnolls that inhabited the area . 

Since my companions and I embarked on this journey for the 
sake of discovery and adventure, we immediately set forth to 
explore this frozen land. Venturing west from the landing, we came 
across a tremendous bridge spanning a huge chasm in the ice . 
Nothing built by the fabled Combine Empire can compare to this 
massive construction, seemingly fashioned from the bones of a 
great dragon! 

Across this bridge, and away from the ocean proper, we ran 
into our first trouble. Giants! And not the giants you may be famil
iar with. These giants were different. We a ll know the story about 
how the giants and other creations of Rallos Zek were cursed by 
The Rathe for making war upon the gods themselves. That curse 
does not seem to apply to these creatures, though how they man
aged to escape divine wrath is still a mystery to me. In any event, 
they are much more intelligent and organized than their lesser 
brethren, while every bit as fierce. 

We lost two of our party to a small band of these creatures 
when first we set foot upon the eastern wastes ofVelious , and 
those of us who survived were scattered. Finding myself alone, I 
was determined to continue my journey westward. Moving most 
carefully, and using a ll that I learned in my many years of adventur
ing , I managed to avoid several more bands of giants as well as 
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war bands of ores . Eventually, I came in sight of a large keep, 
obviously built for giants. Not wanting to venture into what I felt 
would be a very dangerous place; I struck off in the opposite 
direction . 

After several days of travel , I left the realm of the giants and 
ores. Though , to my puzzlement, there seemed to be signs of some 
other inhabitants. Old campfires at first, then cleverly disguised 
structures built into hillsides , showing signs of recent habitation . 
Imagine my surprise when while investigating one of these struc
tures , I was confronted by a group of odd pale dwarves! While 
wary around me, they were not hostile , and were able to converse 
with me in a colorful dialect of Common . They called themselves 
the Coldain and agreed to take me to their fortress city of 
Thurgadin. 

Words can not describe this city built under an icy mountain, 
so I shall not attempt it. Suffice to say that these dwarves are 
every bit as industrious and hardy as their cousins in Kaladim . I 
was brought before their king, Dain Frostreaver IV. This mighty 
warrior welcomed me to his realm, and proceeded to query me for 
information about the world beyond Velious. In the process , I 
learned much about Velious itself. The Coldain take a very serious 
view of their heritage and from very early childhood learn a great 
deal about their history. It is their firm belief that they were cho
sen by Brell to inhabit Velious. 

During the ancient days when the first city of the dwarves was 
under construction , dwarves were sent across the lands and sea to 
find precious reserves of stone, crystal, and ore for the project. 
Ships sailed in and out by the dozens bringing supplies for the 
great city. One fleet of such ships sailed across the South of 
Antonica to reach the island we know as Odus, where a quartz 
mine was to be set up in the name of the dwarves . 

Led by the miner and explorer Colin Dain , the fleet carrying 
several hundred dwarves ran into one of the worst storms Prexus 
had ever unleashed. The storm raged on for days as most of the 
dwarves huddled together in the ships ' holds waiting for the seas 
to calm. When at last the storm passed, they found themselves 
utterly lost. Even the best of the captains and navigators had no 
clue as to where they were. The stars in the sky could not be relied 
upon for navigation, as none of them were recognizable to the 
dwarves . 

Using typical dwarven logic , Colin Dain picked a direction to 

sail and decided that their only hope was to keep sailing in that 
direction until they spotted land . As the days and then weeks went 
by the only noticeable change was that the weather began to get 
cold . Some nights were so cold that dwarves froze to death on the 
deck, turned into a statue of ice by the cruel weather. 

Only the determination of Colin Dain kept the dwarves ' hopes 
alive as he moved from ship to ship, assuring the dwarves that 
they would, "Hit land soon. if not tomorrow then the day after." 
Eventually Colin ' s words rang true as the dwarves did indeed spot 
a gigantic white landmass in the distance . 

The landing proved to be as deadly as the voyage when ice
bergs both small and large tore the small fleet apart. Not a single 
ship made it to shore. Most were torn apart far from the land, 
and many dwarves met Death at the hands of the ocean . Less than 
a hundred made it onto an icy beach . 

With no serviceable ships, Colin Dain wasted little time lead
ing his people from the shoreline. He knew they would have to 
find shelter to keep from dying in the cold. He also knew they 
would need to find wood and other supplies so they could repair 
their ships and set off for fairer lands. So the quartz miners from 
the north settled in caves a few miles inland from where they land
ed. These caves were set into a giant mountain of ice and snow in 
the northern section of the Eastern Wastes . 

There is an old saying that goes , "Dwarves are like time itself, 
neither can remain idle . " This certainly proved true for the new 
settlement. The miners quickly discovered that the hard packed ice 
lying beneath the snow ofVelious was as durable and malleable as 
stone, and ideally suited for construction in this frozen land. They 
would later discover that the ice , known as Velium, had magical 
properties as wel I. 

Through time the cave settlement became a town, and then a 
strong dwarven keep began to take shape within the mountain. 
Named Froststone for the ice out of which it was built, the 
dwarves knew that with the completion of this keep their stay on 
th is strange new land was permanent. Unfortunately the peace of 
the dwarves was shattered when they encountered another race 
upon Velious, the frost giants . 

It was with great surprise that the dwarves woke up one day 
t~ find their home under siege by an army of giants . The frost 
giants inhabited the Eastern Wastes and considered those lands 
their home . They did not take kindly to the puny children of Brei I 
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building a fortress along their border. After much battle , the 
dwarves realized they could not possibly hold out against their 

large foes . 
In desperation , Colin Dain led them from their new home in 

the Great Divide to the only place they could go- deeper into the 
mountains . The frost giants pursued , so a small group of dwarves 
volunteered to stay behind to allow the others to escape. Colin 
Dain himself led the suicide ambush, buying his people enough 
time to escape the giants . From this time onward the dwarves 
would refer to themselves as the Coldain in honor of their 
beloved leader. Furthermore, the leader of their people would 

carry the title "Dain ." 
While hiding out in the frigid caverns a Coldain miner by the 

name of Glight Snowchipper received a vision from Brei I. The 
vision was of a labyrinth of ice where the dwarves could hide 
from the frost giants . In the narrow passageways , it was hoped 
that the giants would become lost and fall into the many traps 
the dwarves would construct. Glight presented his idea to Dain 
Frostreaver, the son of Colin Dain , who began construction of 
the labyrinth. The Crystal Caverns were completed in a little 
under half a century. The speed of the project alone was proof to 
the Coldain that Glight had indeed been inspired by Brell. These 
caverns of Crystal would be the salvation of the Coldain race. 

The true test of the caverns worth came nearly thirty years 
later, when by following a party of Coldain, the frost giants dis
covered the location of the Crystal Caverns . Slagd Frozentoe of 
the frost giants led the invasion force of warriors to the cavern, 
hoping to wipe the hated Coldain from Velious once and for all. 
Glight Snowchipper, in the fashion of Colin Dain, led the 
defense, drawing the frost giants deep into the confusing caverns. 
His magical pickaxe , aptly named Snowchipper, felled many a 
giant' s as the dwarves struck repeatedly from hidden passages 
and around shadowy corridors. 

Despite losing most of his force, Slagd and the remaining 
giants almost made it to the Coldain city in the center of the cav
erns when Glight pulled off his greatest and final trick. 
Thousands of tons of ice and stone crashed into Slagd and his 
remaining giants after Glight and a few of his brave miners led 
them down a false passage. Unfortunately it was an act of self
sacrifice as Glight and his fellows were also buried in the ava
lanche. The miners ofThurgadin still call themselves 

Snowchippers, in honor of Glight . 
Over the next few centuries strange creatures began migrating 

into the Crystal Caverns . It was these foes and more which even
tually caused the dwarves to abandon the caverns and set out to 
build a new fortress more akin to Frostkeep . I was cautioned to 
avoid the old caverns , as they still hold many dangers . 

The Coldain retreated even deeper into the Great Divide. 
Led by Dain Frostreaver 11 , they founded the city of 
Thurgadin , or New Froststone . 

Constructed on the northern edge of the Great Divide, 
Thurgadin lies within a glacial mountain rich with untouched 
supplies ofvelium and other ores . The outer region of the city is 
carved into the ancient glacial ice , while the inner region pierces 
the mountain rock where the precious ores are mined . 

The Coldain are determined not to lose this home . Thurgadin 
is built in a very defensive manner, with passage through long 
tunnels lined with murder holes being necessary to get to the 
inner city. At the heart of the city lies lcewell Keep, where the 
Dain and his council of advisors reside and where he granted 
audience to me. 

Surrounding the castle are the forges and shops that make up 
the mainstay of Coldain commerce. Mines burrow deeper into 
the mountains, some ending in cleverly hidden and easily col
lapsible escape hatches for easy access into the Great Divide . I 
have used my meager cartography skills to fashion a map of 
Thurgadin , which I am sending you with this letter. 

I have decided to reside in Thurgadin for a time, to better get 
to know my hosts, and to assist them in rejoining the community 
of beings of Antonica and Faydwer. I feel very secure here in this 
mountain stronghold, and I think there is much to accomplish. 

As always, 
Solist Kinslan 
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Letter 'lra11script recovered from 21.alas: 
McTarnigal, 

Took the gnome ship, the trip was bad . Ship was too cramped, 
not built for a Halasman . What is , outside of Halas? Made it to 
Velious with a strong group of Southrons . Weather was fine , looks 
like a nice place , plenty to eat, and plenty to fight. Not enough to 
drink , stupid gnomes lost all the rum. 

Went inland , saw a strange tower, steered clear of it, it reeked 
of sick magic. Found a large bridge. Would not want to defend it, 
too big. Crossed the bridge , good country there . Looks like an 
excellent place to live . Found Kromrif here too . Thought frost 
giants were all dead. They are not. . 

Party was ambushed by Kromrifwar band, some died, and 
others ran. I fought . Clubbed till I went black. Woke up being car
ried into giant fortress. Saw banners of Lord Rallos , gave homage. 
Kromrif saw this , nodded. 

Taken to true leaders of city. Kromzek. Storm giants are still 
alive , and still strong. Someone should hit Margyn McCann over 
the head, her lore is wrong. 

The King of Kromzek , Tormax, asked me many questions. 
Found out Kromzek and Kromrif escaped the curse. Kromrif are 
warring with ice dwarves to the north. Kromzek are trying to 
expand west, fighting a savage forest claimed by Tunare . 

They also fight Dragons. Very bad blood between the Velious 
dragons and Kromzek. Tormax sits on the bones of a dragon 

queen his sire killed. . 
Tomorrow I go out with a war band of Kromzek and Kromrif, 

heading west through forest to a dragon shrine, to do battle there. 
May Zek give me strength . 

I am giving this letter to a Kromrif who is going east , to hand 
to the gnomes . Tell the warriors of Halas that Rallos Zek is strong 
here. Many chances for battle and conquest. Bring your own beer. 

Breen Everblood. 

Letter transcript recovered from Qeynos: 
Hanns, 

When I get back to Qeynos, I' m going to knock a few of your 
teeth out. I'm still not sure how you convinced me to make this 
trip, though I'm thinking Crow' s Special Brew had something to 

do with it. ._. 
Leaving the new dock in North Ro, I took a launch that 

carried me out to the lceclad Ocean. There I boarded 
lceBreaker, a so-called ship constructed by the gnomes. Several 
other people had booked passage for this voyage and were await
ing my arrival, including my comrades Tolan, Breen, and Solist. 

It wasn't a fun trip. The ship 's hammers were constantly 
clanking and banging, those blasted gnomes were making silly 
pirate noises, and it was cold. It nearly drove me crazy. 

We finally made landing at a beachhead the gnomes con
structed, but found little in the way of luxuries . The gnomes even 
managed to misplace the horrible rum that kept us warm during 
the voyage. And before you ask, I had nothing to do with that 
misplacement. 

After looking around the landing, the group of us decided to 
head west, beyond the area the gnomes had explored. We passed 
quite a few interesting sights, and a tower I really wanted to 
inspect, but Solist and Breen both said to avoid it, so we contin
ued on. After crossing a bridge that was so high it made even me 
dizzy, our luck ran out. 

A group of well-organized giants took us by surprise. 
Deciding discretion was called for, I managed to duck out of the 
battle when it was obvious we were losing. Several people, includ
ing Solist, managed to escape, while Breen went down fighting, 
buried under a pile of giants. After the dust settled, I saw the 
giants carrying Breen off to the southwest and decided to follow 
them. 

After a few hours of sneaking along, I was startled by a voice 
behind me. Tolan! The clever ranger had escaped the giant 
ambush the same way I had, and was tracking the giants and me 
across the wastes . We continued to follow the giants, and even
tually came to a great fortress city. 

With luck and skill, the two of us managed to sneak inside 
the city. We tried to find Breen, but there was no way to know 
for sure where he had been taken. The chance of getting caught 
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was high , since the place was crawling with g iants . We eventually 
passed through the c ity itself, and found ourselves on the ed ge of 
a huge forest . 

The giants were working ha rd to push the forest back , but 
according to Tolan , they weren ' t doing well. He said he felt great 
power in the woods , stronger even than the heart of Faydark . I 
didn 't question his statement ; I could feel the life here myself. 

At Tolan ' s urging we left the giant city behind and traveled 
on through the forest. Tolan grew more and more excited , saying 
he felt we were nearing something amazing. 

Tolan ' s woods lore gave us no warning when a group of 
strange flying creatures suddenly appeared . Finding ourselves 
quickly captured , we were trussed , b lindfolded , and gagged. We 
were carried to the heart of the forest where a gathering of beings 
awaited us . They would not speak to me . But they jabbered with 
Tolan for a long while in a strange language . 

Again I was blindfolded and carried through the forest. After 
some time I was put down and my bonds cut. I was at the edge 
of a clearing, facing the giant city. Tolan was there , unbound and 
smiling . He told me I should make my way back to the lceclad 
Ocean. I wasn ' t welcome in this land , and to go any further west 
would be a bad idea . Dragons would kill me if I entered the 
shrine they had built on the other side of the forest . That is if I 
made it that far , since there was always the chance that the for
est creatures would decide to have me for lunch . 

When I asked Tolan w hat he was going to do, he said he 
would be staying there for a time as a guest. He was a grown 
man; I assume he knew his own business. Not wanting to over
stay my welcome , I took Tolan's advice and said goodbye . I went 
back through the giant city (still no sign of Breen), across the 
wastes , and eventual ly, back to the shores of the lceclad Ocean, 
where I sit now. 

I' m going to head back out again soon to look for Breen, 
Solist , and the others. I wou ldn't feel right abandoning them at 
this point, and besides, it could turn out to be profitable . 

Regards , 
Mrylokar 
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BASIC INTERFACE 

ffetti.ng Start~-__ _ 
This section takes you through installing the game, creating an account, 
running the tutorial and starting and stopping EverQuest. 

Jnstallation Steps 
Before installing any software, you should run Scan Disk and Disk 
Defragmenter to ensure that your hard drive is working properly and is 
problem-free. (To do so, click Start> Run , then type scandisk or defrag and 

click OK.) 

The next step in installing the game is to make sure your system meets or 
exceeds the System Requirements listed on p. 2 . 

To install the game: 

1. Make sure that your PC specifications meet or exceed the requirements 

listed above. 

2. Start the Windows 95/ 98/ 2000 operating system . 

3. Insert the EverQuest game CD into your CD-ROM drive . 

+ If your CD-ROM drive has AutoPlay enabled , the installation program will 
automatically run. lfit doesn ' t, double-click My Computer, then double
click on the CD-ROM icon. Double-click on the file named setup.exe. 

Installation will begin . 

4. Choose an installation size. 

FULL (600MB) Installs all required game files , plus the 
introductory movie. 

TYPICAL (SOOMB) Installs only the required game files. To view the 
movie, place the EverQuest game CD into the CD-ROM drive. 

5. Select an installation directory (default is C:/Program Files/EverQuest). 

+ To install to a different directory, type in a different path and click Next. 
If the directory does not exist, it will automatically be created . 

6. (Optional ) Install the Direct>< 7.0 drivers . 

+ The Direct>< 7.0 files included on the game CD contain drivers for most 
video cards and sound cards. For brand-new or lesser-known hardware, you 
may need to contact your manufacturer to obtain the latest Direct>< drivers . 

+ If you already have Direct)( 7.0 install ed , click No when prompted . If you 
are not sure , check by running dxsetup.exe (located in the Program 
Files/DirectX directory). 

+ To install Direct>< 7.0 drivers, click Yes to proceed , then follow the on-
screen instructions. 

7. When setup is complete , click Yes to reboot your computer. 

B. Congratulations! You ' re now ready to play EverQuest ... 

+ To start the tutorial , double-click the EverQuest Tutorial desktop icon . 

+ To connect and begin playing, double-click the EverQuest desktop icon . 

Creating an v4ccount 
This section shows you how to create an account. Once you 've done 
that, you can log into a game server (see next page). 

Before you can log into EverQuest, you must have an active Internet connection 
through an Internet Service Provider (ISP) and a valid player account. You ' ll 
also need a valid credit card , registration code (printed on the jewel case) and 
your e-mail address. 

To create an account: 

1. Double-click the EverQuest icon 
on your desktop. 

+ Each time you start the game, it 
automatically downloads the 
latest patches and game news. 
Once this finishes , click Play 
Online . 

2. Click Account, then New Account 
to display the account registration 
screen . 

3. Enter your name, address , e-mail address , and date of birth . 

+ Left-click in a field , then type in the information . You can use !Tab) to 
move the cursor to the next field . 

4. Click Next to proceed . 

5. (Optional ) Enter your PC specifications and answer other general interest 
questions, then click Next to proceed . 
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6. Type in a login name and your EverQuest account key. 

+ The login name displays whenever you connect to the EverQuest servers, and 
can also be seen whenever you are in the EverQuest chat rooms. 

+ When entering your account key, carefully check to make sure you 
correctly enter zeroes and ones. Remember, a zero (0) is skinnier than the 
letter "O. " 

7. Type in a Sony Station login name and password . 

+ If you don ' t have a current Sony Station account, create one by entering a 
login name and password . 

8. Click Finish . Your registration information wi ll be sent to the server and 
processed. 

9. Once you receive your confirmation e-mail , repeat Steps 1 and 2. 

10. Click Change Account. 

11. Type in your Sony Station name and password (from Step 7) , then left
click Connect. 

12. A subscription window appears. Cli ck Now to start a subscription . 

13. Select a payment method and fill in all required billing information , then 
left-click Finish. 

+ Your billing information wi ll be processed (this may take a few minutes). 
Once it's accepted, you can click Exit to return to the front-end screen . 

+ If you encounter any problems with the billing process, please contact our 
Customer Service department immediately. 

14. Click Connect to begin playing EverQuest. 

}.2ogging into 6verQuest 
Once your subscription is set up, you simply need to connect to a game server: 

1. Double-click the EverQuest icon on the desktop. 

2. Type in your Sony Station password and then click Connect. The screen 
that displays lists all of the available game servers. The number to the right 
of each server name shows how many players are currently connected. 

Choose 
a server 

EXIT 

C lick to 
begin 

playing 

3. Click on a server name, then click the large Play EverQuest button in the 
lower right-hand corner of the screen. 

IMPORTANT! Your character only exists on the server on which it's created. In other 
words, if you create "Gazirnbu" on one server, you can't connect to another server and use 
that character. Make sure you record the server name for each of your characters. 

Your next step is to create a character. You can store up to eight characters on 
each game server. 
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'Using the 7utorial 
EverQuest includes a tutorial you can play without being connected to the 
Internet. To access the tutorial , double-cl ick the EverQuest tutorial icon on the 
desktop. 

The tutorial familiarizes you with some basics of the game - moving around , 
talking to people, using your inventory and fighting . Read the stone marker in 
front of you, then approach Prumpy lrontoe on the bridge . Press IEsc) to exit 
the tutorial at any time. 

exiting the Same 
Before you can exit EverQuest, you must set up camp using the Macro buttons . 
This process takes a few moments, so make sure you ' re in a relatively safe 
p I ace first. 

Your character does not require food , drink or rest whenever you ' re not 
playing. The next time you start the game, your character's previous condition 
is restored. (For example, if you were tired and hungry, you ' ll still be tired and 
hungry when you resume playing.) 

To camp and exit: 

1. Display the Main Macro buttons by clicking Main . 

2. Click Sit. Then , click Camp and wait about 30 seconds . 

3. When the Login screen displays , click Exit. 

IMPORTANT! If your character dies with valuable items in inventory, don 't exit the game 
until you've recovered everything from your corpse. Your body only survives for so long, so if 
you wait, the body may disappear before you find it. The time varies, depending on your 
character's level and whether you 're logf,ed into the game or not. 

If you're account is still logf,ed on ... 

Level l ·5 = 30 minutes Level 6+ = 2 4 hours 

If you're not logf,ed into the game ... 

Level l ·5 = 30 minutes Level 6+ = 7 days 

If you don 't have any items (regardless of whether you 're in the game or not) ... 

Level l ·29 = 3 minutes Level 30+ = 3 hours 
·Please note tha1 time ottllne and lime onhne does 
compound (Ex 12 hours online means you have 3.5 
days ofthne left) 

Creating a Character 
Once you log in and select a game server, the Character Select screen appears. It 
lets you create, manage and delete characters. Each of the eight Create New 
Character slots can store a single character that you create. This section shows 
you how to create a character, step-by-step. 

Select an 

Set up 
a new 

character 

selected 
character 

character 
game Selected character's 

current location 

character's 
class and 

rank 

+ Click any Create New Character slot to begin. This displays the Character 
Creation screen, shown on the next page. 

+ Follow the steps in the rest of this section to create a character. When you 
finish, you will return to this screen, and your character's name will appear in 
the slot you just chose . ( In the future , you must select a server each time you 
log in , then click on a character slot to activate it.) 

+ Then , click Enter World to start playing. 
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Charader Creation Screen 
This screen lets you build your character through a series of steps: 

1. Pick a race (below) 5. Pick a name 

2. Pick an occupation (class) 6. Choose a deity (religion) 

3. 

4 . 

Pi k a 
race 

Allocate ability points 

Pick a facial appearance 

C hoose a 
sender 

Type in a 
name 

Step 1 - Pick a Race 

7. Pick a starting city 

ccupation 
( lass) 

screen 

Allocat e 
ability 
points 

Have a 
name 

randomly 
senerated 

Proceed t o 
D eity 
screen 

Norrath has 13 known races , each of which was established in a specific 
region of Norrath . All have unique talents and professions, some more than 
others - for example, Humans are relatively smart and can pursue nearly all 
professions , while Ogres have fewer options, but excel in physical strength. 

+ Click a race to select it. (Notice that the starting statistics and the list of 
available occupations change for each race .) 

Barbarian. Warriors at heart, most 

0 fthe Barbarians' history revolves 
around one war or another. 

Starting city Halas 

Occupations 
Racial tensions 

Rogue, Shaman, Warrior 
Dork Elves, lksor, Ogres, Trolls 

Dark Elf. Dark Elves share the 
heritage and features of other elves 
in Norrath, but they are more evilly 
aligned . Home is almost always 
underground ; darkness poses no 
obstacle for Dark Elves . 

Starting city Neriak 
Occupations 

Racial tensions 

Cleric, Enchanter, Magician, 
Necromancer, Rogue, Shadow 
Knight, Warrior, Wizard 
Barbarians, Erudites, Half Elves, 
High Elves, Humans, lksor, 
Wood Elves 

Dwarf. Short but strong, Dwarves 
outperform Humans in nearly all 
physical tasks. Their prominent 
facia l hair is their trademark, 
seconded by their dexterity. 

Starting city Kaladim 
Occupations Cleric, Paladin, Rogue, Warrior 
Racial tensions lksor 

Erudite. Self-pride and intellect 
persuade most Erudites to forego 
physical activity in favor of mental 
cha llenges . Socia l grace is their forte, 
and they believe themselves to be the 
pinnacle of evolution . 

Starting city Erudin 

Occupations Cleric, Enchanter, Magician, 
Necromancer, Paladin, Wizard, 
Shadow Knight 

Racial tensions Dork Elves, lksar 

Gnome. Distant cousins to Dwarves , 
Gnomes tend to burrow in the 
hillsides in underground communities. 
A lack of surface light lends a tan hue 
to their skin tone, and they rarely 
emerge to mingle with other races. 

Starting city Ak' anon 

Occupations 

Racial tensions 

Cleric, Enchanter, Magician, 
Necromancer, Rogue, Warrior, 
Wizard 
lksor 

Half Elf. As Human-Elf 
hybrids, Half Elves share the 
prominent physical features of 
both races. Their intellect is a notch 
above most other races, though they 
suffer a lack of strength as compared 
to the other Norrathian races. 

Starting city 
Occupations 

Racial tensions 

Oeynos, Freeport, Kelethin 
Bord, Druid, Paladin, Ranger, 
Rogue, Warrior 
Dork Elves, lksor, Ogres, Trolls 

Halfling. Short and Human-like, 
Halflings are by far the most nimble 
and mobile race in the world . 
Outstanding dexterity and agi lity 
come natura lly, and they're natural 
travelers . Because of this , Halflings 
have deve loped peaceful re lations 
with all other races. 

Starting city Rivervale 

Occupations Cleric, Druid, Rogue, Warrior 
Racial tensions lksor 
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High Elf. Though they have physical 
traits in common with Woodland 
Elves, High Elves are far more 
developed in the ways of the mind . 
Pale and thin , they prefer to bide 
their time exercising the confines of 
the mind , and not the body. 

Starting city Felwithe 
Occupations 

Racial tensions 

Cleric, Enchanter, Magician, 
Paladin, Wizard 
lksor, Ogres, Trolls, Dork Elves 

Human. Humans epitomize the 
norm in Norrath . 

Starting city 
Occupations 
Racial tensions 

Qeynos, Freeport 
All but Shoman 
Dork Elves, lksor, Ogres, Trolls 

lksar. A tribal race , these lizard-like 
warriors carry on a rich heritage of 
conquest, enslavement and destruc
tion . lksar are quite intelligent 
(despite their gargantuan size and 
warrior-like ways) and prefer to 

socialize within their own circles. 
Starting city New Sebilis (also known as 

Cobilis) 
Occupations Shoman, Necromancer, Shadow 

Knight, Monk, Warrior 
Racial Tensions All other races. 

Ogre. Ogres spend as much time on 
the battlefield as Erudites and High 
Elves do exploring their intellect. 
With their gargantuan size and 
strength , they pass most of their 
days munching on available game 
and rarely give any thought to 

pursuing other interests. 

Starting city 
Occupations 

Racial tensions 

Oggok 
Shadow Knight, Shoman, 
Warrior 
Barbarians, Erudites, Half Elves, 
High Elves, Humans, lksor, 
Wood Elves 

Troll. Despite a two-foot height 
difference, Trolls get along famously 
with Ogres , sharing similar likes, 
dislikes and pastimes. Outdoorsy 
and not quite bright, they' re easily 
recognizable due to their skin 's 
natural green tinge. 

Starting city Grobb 
Occupations 

Racial tensions 

Shadow Knight, Shoman, 
Warrior 
Barbarians, Erudites, Half Elves, 
High Elves, Humans, lksor, 
Wood Elves 

Wood Elf. Yet another variation on 
the Elven-Human theme, Wood 
Elves are slightly weaker than 
Humans, but highly dextrous and 
agile. Their innate ability to act in 
the interest of fairness and justice 
often leads them to dedicate their 
lives to the good of society. 

Starting city Kelethin 
Occupations 

Racial tensions 

Bord, Druid, Ranger, Rogue, 
Warrior 
Dork Elves, lksor, Ogres, Trolls 

s_tep 2 - Pick an Occupation (Class) 
y0 ur occupation (or class) describes your career goal in the game. You can 
pursue any life you choose in EverQuest, so long as your race permits it. 

+ Click an occupation to select it. (Note that each occupation gives you spe
cific attributes that are marked with green numbers . When allocating abili
ty points , concentrate on these characteristics.) 

Bard. The Bard has the unusual ability 
ro play magical songs, whose 
supernatural effects last as long as the 
Bard continues to sing. He has some 
passing knowledge of the Warrior 
ways (self-defense), but his main focus 
is always his art . 

Modifiers +5 Strength, + l 0 Dexterity, 
+ l 0 Charisma 

Cleric. A Cleric is a holy woman born 
with the power to heal , and , to a 
lesser extent, call upon the wrath of 
her deity to smite her foes . Prayer is 
how the Cleric gains her ability. 

Modifiers +5 Strength, +5 Stamina, 
+10 Wisdom 

Druid. A Druid is the master of the 
outdoors and befriends all flora and 
fauna. Creatures rarely ever attack him 
unless he attacks first. He is a clerical 
spellcaster who focuses on all things 
natural, allowing him to call upon 
Nature for aid and defense. 

Modifiers + l 0 Stamina, + l 0 Wisdom 

Enchanter. The primary focus of this 
art can be summed up by the name of 
the arcane order to which it belongs -
enchantment. Spells are crafted 
to enchant people , places 
and things. An Enchanter 
can charm beings and make 
them fight for a new master, or 
magically enhance the capabilities of a 
sword-welding warrior. She even has 
some proficiency in offensive spel ls. 

Modifiers + l 0 Intelligence, + l 0 Charisma 

Magician. The Magician is the 
summoner of the arcane arts, and can 
conjure up everything from a loaf of 
bread to a huge Fire Elemental to 
fight on his behalf. While not as 
offensively adept as a Wizard , a 
Magician still possesses considerable 
spe ll power. 

Modifiers + l 0 Stamina, + l 0 Intelligence 

Monk. The Monk is dedicated to 
honing her body into a pure weapon , 
shunning most weapons and forms of 
armor. She's very religious as we ll , and 
the gods are known to bless Monks by 
magically enhancing their attacks. 

Modifiers +5 Strength, +5 Stamina, + l 0 Agility, 
+ l 0 Dexterity 
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Necromancer. The Necromancer 
belongs to the dark brotherhood of 
the arcane arts, dabbling in death. 
Through evil spells, he can animate 
dead bodies and skeletons to do his 
bidding, as well as cast spells to 
leach life from his victims. 

Modifiers + l 0 Dexterity, + l 0 Intelligence 

Paladin. A Paladin is a holy knight, 
fighting for the cause of good in all 
aspects of life. She shares some 
Clerical powers and fights nearly as 
well as a Warrior, and also possesses 
the innate ability to Lay Hands. 

Modifiers + l 0 Strength, +5 Stamina, 
+5 Wisdom, + l 0 Charisma 

Ranger. The Ranger is a hybrid mix 
between a Warrior and a Druid , 
sharing the skills of both. He's most 
at home in the great outdoors. 

Modifiers +5 Strength, + l 0 Stamina, 
+ l 0 Agility, +5 Wisdom 

Rogue. Falling somewhere between an 
assassin and a thief, the Rogue 
belongs to the secretive class of 
Norrath . She's quite skilled in 
weaponry, but prefers to make 
sudden attacks from behind. Shadier 
skills include Pick Lock and Pick 
Pockets. 

Modifiers + l 0 Agility, + l 0 Dexterity 

Shadow Knight. The antithesis of a 
Paladin , a Shadow Knight derives 
power from the evil gods he serves. 
He's part Warrior, part Necromancer 
and has the innate ability to Harm 
Touch. 

Modifiers + l 0 Strength, +5 Stamina, 
+ l 0 Intelligence, +5 Charisma 

Shaman. Similar to a Cleric, but 
closer to a tribal witch doctor, the 
Shaman can be found amongst the 
more primitive races . Her primary 
focus is healing, but she can employ 
many augmentation and offensive 
spells as well. 

Modifiers +5 Stamina, + l 0 Wisdom, 
+5 Charisma 

Warrior. A Warrior is a master of 
armed combat, in all of its forms. 
He's at home on the battlefield, and 
is trained to take as much 
punishment as he doles out. By 
nature, Warriors have more health 
points than any other class. 

Modifiers + l 0 Strength, + l 0 Stamina, 
+5 Agility 

Wizard. The Wizard is a seeker of 
knowledge, and her life is spent 
focusing on this goal. She uses 
powerful spe ll s to see things from 
afar and transport them between 
places . A thirst for arcane 
knowledge has made her a master of 
magical translocation , as well as an 
offensive force of destruction . 

Modifiers + l 0 Stamina, + l 0 Intelligence 

Step 3 - Alloc8te Ability Points 
Your character has primary and secondary statistics. Primary 
ones are bright green , and represent abilities most beneficial to 
your chosen occupation . The others are secondary, which 
means they still affect you , but aren 't quite as important. 

The box in the top right corner of the screen shows your bonus 
ability points. The amount differs by race and/ or occupation. 
You can add these points to any ability - but you shou ld 
probably add most of them to your green "primary" abilities. 

+ Click "+" to add a bonus point to an ability. 

+ Click "-" to remove a bonus point from an ability. 
(You can 't decrease any ability below its starting 
value, however.) 

Agility. Physical ability; affects your 
probability of being hit in combat, 
how much damage you take per hit, 
and how fast you learn some skills . 

Charisma. How various factions react 
to you; affects prices for some 
merchants . Also affects spell effects 
for Enchanters and Bards, and helps 
Bards successfully play more notes . 

Dexterity. Coordination ; affects how 
much damage you deliver with a 
bow/ thrown weapon, time between 
attacks, how fast you learn certain 
skills, and how often certain spells 
and weapons hit their mark. Also 
affects some skills and Bard songs. 

Wisdom. Affects how fast you learn 
specific skills. For a Ranger, Paladin , 
Cleric, Shaman or Druid, it also 
affects maximum mana at each level. 

Intelligence. Affects how fast you 
learn many ski ll s. For a Necromancer, 
Wizard, Magician, Enchanter, Shadow 
Knight or Bard , it also affects 
maximum mana at each level. 

Stamina. Health and constitution ; 
affects your maximum number of hit 
points at each level. 

Strength. Physical strength ; affects 
how much you can carry, how much 
melee damage you deliver to a target, 
and how fast you learn some skills. 

Step 4 - Pick 8 f8ci8I Appe8rnnce 
To change your character's face , click Face just above the picture of 

your character. Click the arrows to cycle through different facial appearances. 
To return to the full view of your character, click Body. 
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Step 5 - Pick a Name 
Either type in a name, or click Get Name to let the computer pick a name for 
you . You can ' t use spaces , dashes or special characters(#, ?, etc.). 

+ Click in the name field and type . Use~ to erase characters. 

+ Click Next to proceed . 

Step 6 - Pick a Deity 
The Deity Selection screen displays once you click Next from the Character 
Creation screen . Depending on your occupation and race, you can either 
choose from several of 18 specific deities, or remain agnostic (not a believer in 
either the existence or non-existence of deities) . 

+ Click a deity to select it. The name of the god appears in the text to the right. 

Bertoxxulous. Lovers of death and 
disease; dedicated to spreading both. 

Brell Serilis. Chosen inhabitants of 
the underground ; slightly antagonistic . 

Bristlebane Fizzlethorpe. True 
believers offun and mischief; doctrine 
disregards trust and honesty. 

Cazic-Thule. Followers are ruled by 
fear; hate , cruelty and torture abound . 

Erolissi Marr. Defend justice and 
innocence; love always overcomes hate . 

lnnoruuk. Fervid proponents of hate ; 
no loyalty exists between followers , 
and all that is Good is weak. 

Karana. Disciples of rain ; respectful of 
the power of weather in the woodlands. 

Mithaniel Marr. Seek courage, honor 
and good; leave frivolousness to others. 

Prexus. Watch guards of the water; 
doctrine upholds that this deity will 
one day wash away all of Norrath . 

Quellious. Masters of inner peace 
and enlightenment; knowing one's 
true self will help bring peace to 
Norrath . 

Rallos Zek. Warriors to the end ; 
emphasizes survival of the stro ng and 
the true value of conflict . 

Rodcet Nife. Selfless servants to the 
weak and diseased; preaches healing 
and cleansing as one's life work. 

Solusek Ro. Devoted followers of all 
t hings aflame; aggressive and 
purposeful in all that they do. 

The Tribunal. Bringers of justice; the 
world is black-and-white, and all 
wrongs deserve an even revenge. 

Tunare. Trustees of Nature; the land 
Norrath is to be protected at all costs . 

Veeshan. Worshippers and servants 
of all Dragon kind ; doctrine ca lls for 
sacrifice and dedication . 

Factions: Consider your deity choice carefully - you can't change it later, and it affects 
your faction standing> with other groups. Your standing is simply how you're perceived by 
other groups, or factions. (lnnoruuk believers of hate aren't welcome at the Paladin's 
temple in Qeynos, for example.) 

Certain actions you perform in the game can improve or harm your standing with a 
particular group. Any time this happens, you are given a message on your text display. You'll 
probably want to pay close attention to any faction messages you receive - the more 
advanced your character, the more important your faction rating becomes. 

Step 7 - Pick a Startin& City 
The world of Norrath is populated with many cities, but not all are 
friendly to all races , occupations and beliefs . Race is the primary 
factor that determines your starting city - you ' ll always be able to start 
in at least one of the cities listed in Race . However, choosing a certain deity or 
occupation may affect your starting city. 

You can start from any city with a light blue or yellow nam e. (You may be able 
to choose between two or more cities, or you might only have a single 
option .) The currently selected city's name is yellow; cities you cannot start 
from are red. 

+ Click a city to select it. (You may or may not have more than one choice .) 

+ Click Next twice to return to the Character Selection screen . 

See Safe vs. Dangerous Locations, for some details about safe places in the 
world of Norrath . 

Tip: If you're planning on playing with your friends in a new city, make sure everyone has 
a compatible race, occupation and deity. 
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Quick J_nterf ace 0 ero~--
The EverQuest interface consists of a single screen that shows information , as 
well as buttons that let you access many different functions. This section 
introduces you to the interface and tells you where to find more specific 
information related to each part of the interface. 

'lext Jnterf ace 
The text display is your communication window to Norrath - through it, you 
can listen to conversations and talk to other characters in the game. By using 
special commands, you can speak privately with a single person or group, show 
your emotions or ask for help from an EverQuest Game Master. 

To talk to someone: 

+ Target someone (click on a character) . 

+ Press (8J to hail the character. 

+ Press !Enter! to disp lay the chat bar. 

+ Type in your message, then press I Enter I to send your message. 

For more details on communicating, see Communicating, and Advanced Chat 
Commands. 

Jnterf ace :Jundions 
EverQuest has one General screen that lets you access all of the interface 
functions. Because functions are tied to a particular task, information on using 
each function is covered under the appropriate section . For example, the 
Inventory screen is covered under Manipulating Items, because you use the 
Inventory page to manage your possessions. 

Here are the elements of the interface, along with a description of which 
buttons activate what functions . To learn how to use a particular part of the 
interface, see the pages in parentheses. 

A. Vital Statistics. Monitor health 
(red), mana (b lue) and fatigue 
level (yellow). 

B. Text Display. Send and receive 
messages . Right-click to view chat 
options. 

C. Persona. Click to access your 
Inventory, character photo, skill 
rankings and statistics. 

D. Spells. Access your spellbook 
(also opens your Inventory page) . 

E. Macro Buttons. 
Select/ define/ use buttons in 
different categories. 

F. Hot Buttons. Store Macro 

buttons (6 sets of10) . 

G. View. Cycle through views of your 
character. 

H. Viewing Area. See the world 
around you . 

I. Effects. See results of spells and 
other special effects on your 
character (toggle) . 

J. Party. View names/ hea lth bars 
for players who have joined your 
party. 

K. Help/ Game Options. View 
abbreviated , online manual and 
access Game Options. 
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~aero ~uttons 
The Ability, Skill and Social buttons on the right side of the screen display Macro 
buttons . You can program them with certain skills or actions. (The Social 
buttons already have functionality, but you can change them .) Then , you can 

simply click a button to use that skill or social action . 

To program an Ability or Combat button : 

+ Click Ability or Combat, then right-click on any Macro 

button . 
+ For Abilities and Combat, a list of skills appears . Click on 

a skill to assign it to the selected slot. You can overwrite 

a slot that' s already filled . 

To program a Social button : 

+ Click Social, then right-click on any Macro button. 

+ A screen appears that lists five rows. The top row 
contains the current "/" command, while the other rows 
are empty. You can put a different text command in each 
row, but only one can be active at a time. 

+ Click in a slot and type in a new command (like "/shout"). 

You can use any slash command . 

+ If you desire, change the name that appears on the 

Macro button. 

1---- -------
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+ If you 've programmed multiple slots, click on the slot you want to activate . 

(The button name does not change, however.) 

Note: You may have noticed that the Ability Macro buttons only appear if you click Ability , 
the Combat ones only if you click Combat, and the Social buttons only if you click Social. 
Switching categories can get cumbersome after you've played for a while. You can create a 
copy of any interface button and add it to a Hot button on the left side of the interface. See 

Hot Buttons, for details. 

The keyboard is your main control for movement in EverQuest, while the 
mouse controls the cursor and your current point of view. 

::Running and CWalking 
To walk forward and backward , press the arrow keys on the 
keyboard or the Numpad keys. You can toggle running instead 
click Run (Main Macro button screen) . 

(!J,/(IJ Walk forward / backward 

Numpad ®f@J 
8/G Turn left / right 

Numpad 0;(]] 
[Ctrl I+ 8/G Step sideways 

~ Toggle running (click Run button on interface) 
----[Num LockJ Toggles AutoRun feature . 

3umping and Crouching 
You may occasionally need to duck down or jump to evade obstacles: 

[SpacebarJ Jump (while running, walking or standing) 

[Q) Crouch down 

L ooking ~round 
To look around , right-click-and-hold (eJ) while you move the mouse (make 
sure mouse panning is active) . Alternatively, press the Numpad keys, or hold 
down @D and press the arrow keys: 

[F12J Toggle mouse panning on/ off 

~+~ Panview 

Numpad@) Look up 

Numpad@] Look down 

Numpad (ID Look straight ahead 

Numpad (I) Zoom view in 

Numpad OJ Zoom view out 
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BEi Sitting and Camping 
The SIT and CAMP buttons are located in the Main set of . 
Macro buttons. 

Whenever you ' re resting, you should sit down. This consumes less energy than 
standing or walking. 

~ Click SIT button on interface (in Main buttons) 

Camp when you ' re ready to exit the game. This process takes about 30 seconds. 

~ Click CAMP button on interface (in Main buttons) 

m 
jargon Note: If you hear other players talking about "camping", they may not be 
referring to leaving the game. Advanced players often linger ("camp") around an NPC's 
regeneration point (where they return after dying) in order to attack the newly returned 
monster. 

Eltt •1 Sense 2leading Skill . 
It's easy to get lost in EverQuest. Luckily, a ll characters have a basic 

skill called Sense Heading that helps determine your current compass d1rect1on. 

m. ·- The downside is that this takes a while to learn and perfect. 

To use this ski ll , map the Sense Heading ski ll to a Macro button . Practice this 
ski ll as often as you can - it will help you improve. Whenever you successfully 
use this skill, a message appears in your text display - something like "You m thiok you ace ~"~II":: ;.0:~::•::~iog oo iomface (Maio page) 

m 
m 
m 

'-7Vlaps . . . 
You'll find city maps that help you identify landmarks within each city. The 
game a lso contains a cloth map that shows the entire world . P~rt ~'. 
EverQuest's appeal is to explore your way through all of Norrath s c1t1 es. So, 
whi le the maps don't show each and every building, they have enough 
information to send you on your way. 

You ca n travel between cities by following the roads at the entrance point for 
each city, or traveling by boat. However, traveling alone isn't always safe - try 
associating with a party beforehand. 

Safe vs. '1Jan9erous Locations 
As a new player, stick to the cities - they're relatively free of monsters, and 
other p layers can't kill you. (On most servers you have to become a player
killer, or PK, to give other players permission to attack you. You do this by 
giving a Priest of Discord the Tome of Order and Discord in your inventory. 
The exceptions are the PvP servers.) If someone attacks you in the city, 
regardless of your PK status, num erous guards immediately come to the 
rescue, providing that they are fond of you. Beware though, ifthe guards are 
fond of your attacker, and are not fond of you, they may choose to assist your 
enemy. 

Once you venture into the wilderness, you're fair game for any non-player 
predators out there . Gnoll pups are notorious for ganging up on solo 
travelers, as are Kobolds. 

Swimmin9 
Most cities in Norrath are conveniently located near ponds or large bodies of 
water, and some even have fountains and underwater aqueduct systems. You 
can swim in water for a short period of time. The better you are at swimming, 
the longer you can hold your breath . 

To swim: 

+ Walk into the water. 

+ Pan your view down . 

+ Watch yo ur air gauge. When it gets low, emerge for a ir. 

+ Pan your view up to take a breath . 

Note: You can swim with your head above water by panning the view up slightly. 

'-711odes of 7ransportation 
In EverQuest, you can travel via several methods. You 've already learned how to 
walk, run and swim (short distances) . From most cities, you can a lso take a 
boat or use teleport spell s. 

To take a boat: 

+ Find a pier and stand or sit on the edge. 

+ When a boat arrives, walk onto it. 

To be teleported , you must either know a teleporting spell, or find a magical 
player to cast o ne on you. Some teleport spel ls affect only the user or target, 
while others can teleport entire groups of characters . 

•• 
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EverQuest provides an ongoing source of social interaction. You can_ c~at with 
fellow players on chat boards, or talk to NPCs and other players within the game. 

In general, whenever you send a message, all players in t~e immediat~ vicinity 
"hear" you, and whatever you typed appears in the scrolling text port~on of 
their screens (their Text Displays). However, you can also target certain players 
or groups to send private messages. 

You send messages using the Chat Bar, and all communications from all 
characters show up as text in the Text Display. 

Arctarus begins to cast a spel 
snake biles Arctarus tor 1 point ot damage 

.l.rctarus crushes a snake tor 9 points of clarMge. 
a snake has been star. by Arctarusl -----.:_ 
Arctarus begins to cast a spel 
Arctarus's casting 1s rterrupled' 
Vabekn his Pmce Klcnlc for 14 points of damage. 
Vabekn bashes Pmce Kicnik for 6 points ot damage . 

To send messages to characters in the game: 

+ Press I Enter I to display the Chat Bar. 

+ Type your message . 

+ Press I Enter J to send the message. 

Scroll Up 
Arrow 

Text Display 

Scroll Down 
Arrow 

Chat Bar 

To talk to a non-player character (such as a shopkeeper NPC), "hail " him or her: 

+ Click on the character, then press (BJ. 
+ They'll usually say something to you . Words i~ _[brackets] '.ndicate keywords 

_when you see these, try asking an NPC add1t1onal questions . You may get 
some useful information, or even a quest. 

IMPORTANT! Make sure you press I Enter J firmly - otherwise, typing a message 
may actually trigger actions assigned to the keys you type. ~or example'. typing 0 
without first pressing I Enter J toggles Auto-Attack on, even 1f your only intention is to 
talk. We strongly suggest that you remap this key, just for this reason. 

Note: However you choose to communicate, please refrain from using inappropriate 
language. The job of the Game Masters is to maintain this fantasy world and ensure that 
everyone has a pleasurable playing experience. 

7alking to ~erchants 
Merchants usually greet you when you first walk into their store or selling 
booth, but they don 't often like to talk about anything outside of their 
immediate realm of existence . (In other words, don ' t ask a merchant for 
directions or favors .. .. ) 

Before talking to a merchant, you must target him or her. To do so, move the 
cursor over the merchant and click. To speak to the merchant, press (BJ. To 
see what the merchant has for sale, right-click on the merchant. 

~' (BJ Target, then hail a merchant 

~ View a merchant's goods 

7alking to Players/Other !J>/PCs 
You can target and hail other NPCs and fellow players just as you do 
merchants. (You don 't have to hail player characters, but it will alert them to 
the fact that you 're trying to communicate.) 

~, (BJ Hail a player or NPC 

To send messages to other players, press [Enter) to start a message. A small 
text window appears at the bottom of your screen . Type your message (up to 
SS characters in length) and press [Enter) again to send it. (This is referred to 
as "chatting," but isn ' t the same as using chat boards.) 

[Enter I Toggle chat bar (press to start message; again to send) 

tditin9!7Jiewin9 Chat 7ext 
You can move the cursor or edit a line of text before sending a message: 

[Shift! Del] Delete current chat line 

~ Replace current chat lin e 

M~ Delete character to right / left of cursor 

@ElliB.IG Move cursor left / right 

~ Move cursor to start of chat line 

[Shitt!End] Move cursor to end of chat line 

All messages you 've received since you logged into the game are stored in the 
Text Display. Scroll through them by clicking the scroll arrows or by using keys : 

@ill!illl(IJ Scroll chat history up / down 

~~ Scroll up / down through chat text 
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Sending ~essages to Certain 7ar9ets 
Normally, your messages appear in black text , and only players within earshot 
can view them. EverQuest has special chat modes that let you send messages to 
a specific target - for example, to a single player, all players in the city - or 
"out-of-character" messages . 

~ To select a special chat mode, right-click inside the text 
window and highlight a mode. 

If you select a mode checkbox from within the text window, that mode 
remains "sticky," or active until you change it. Remember to change the mode 
back to "say" when you ' re through , or you won 't be able to communicate 
with all players . 

Chat Modes 
Say. (Default) Send all messages to all nearby characters. 

Shout. Send all messages to all characters in your playing zone. All messages 
you type appear in bold , red text . Use this if you need to tell everyone trouble 
is coming, or need to locate your party quickly. Don 't overuse shout, however 
- it can be annoying to other players. 

Tell. Send all messages to a single player. No matter how far away you are, 
that character receives your messages. 

Group. Send a ll messages to a single group of players . This helps keep your 
group organized and informed , and no one outside of your group receives 
your messages. All party members hear you, no matter where they are . 

Out of Character. Speak out of the context of the game and your character. 
Use this if you're having a problem or have a question that doesn 't pertain 
directly to the game . These messages display as bright green text to anyone 
within your playing zone. Again , don ' t overuse this. 

Auction. Send a buy/ sell message out to all players in the playing zone . Use 
this if you 've just acquired an impressive item , especially if you ' re out in the 
wilderness and don 't want to return to town. Remember that auction 
messages are used for selling goods and materials, not for chatting. 

Changing Chat Modes on the Fly 
You can also apply a chat mode to a single message without changing the mode 
rhat is selected in the Chat Box. Type C2J followed by the mode name, a space 
and then your message - for instance, "/shout Nixx Darkpaw is heading this 
way! " You must press (Enter ] to send the message . 

0 Start a special chat message (type a chat mode, then your 
message, followed by I Enter ]) 

/ tell 

/ shout 

/ yell 

/ ooc 

/ gsay,/g 

/ gu 

/ auction 

Speak to a specific player 

Shout to all characters 

Shout a plea for help to players within 30-foot radius 

Speak out of character 

Speak only to your group 

guild chat 

Shout a buy or sell message 

You can use 0 to send dozens of different special message types and to receive 
valuable pieces of information . See Advanced Chat Commands, for a list of 
advanced commands. (That list is constantly being updated by the patch server. 
To view the most current commands, use Wordpad to open 
eqmanual_supplement.doc, located in the EverQuest directory on you hard 
drive.) 

To make any chat command instantly accessible, program it onto a Social macro 
button . 

Sending v4ction ~essages (Bmoticons) 
You can appear to bow, be bored , point, or convey other visible gestures by 
using other special commands . EverQuest has a lengthy list of built-in emotes, 
and some even trigger animations. (For the list, see eqmanual_supplement.doc, 
located in the EverQuest directory on your hard drive .) 

If you don 't want to use pre-defined "emoticons," you can type in virtually anything. 
~You won 't really perform a visible action , but other players can see text that 
indicates your action .) Simply press I Enter ), then type 0 followed by the "action " you 
want to show other players. You can also type "/em" and a message. 

m m 
I m 
~ 
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'Usin9 'Different Lan9uages 
All characters in the world communicate using a Common Tongue by default, 
no matter who or what they are. However, most races a lso possess the ability 
to speak in a native language. 

To switch languages: 

+ Right-click on the Text Display window. 

+ Click on your current language to cycle through available tongues. 

Once you switch languages, only characters that a lso speak that language wil~ be 
able to understand what you say. To others, your words will appear as g1bbensh. 

Communicatin9 with Pets . 
In some occupations, you can use spells to tame or enchant creatures and claim 
them as pets . Pets protect you and can follow a number of commands that you 
type in . See Using Pets, p. 66, for details. 

1

ZJeelin9 Out" Stran9ers . . . 
All EverQuest inhabitants can detect hostility from a stranger. This ability, 
called consideration, lets you know (through a text message) how a targeted 
NPC/ player/ monster feels about you. In general, this helps you assess your 
target's perception of you. It also comes in handy when you're considering 
whether or not to attack a monster or other player. 

You can Consider any NPC, player or monster in the game . When 
Considering merchants, however, you have to do so from a distance (or type 
in / consider with the merchant targeted) - right-clicking on one while stand
ing too close simply displays his shop goods. 

@)or eJ Consider a player, NPC or creature 

Postin9 to Chat <Boards . 
EverQuest's chat boards are not accessible from within the game. Instead , click 
Chat from the Login screen (which appears when you activate the EverQuest 
desktop icon). You can use chat boards to speak to other players about the 
game and ask questions. Other players are often a great source for answers . 

~anipulating 
The world of Norrath is an abundant world full of items you can pick up, buy, 
sell , use or transform . When your character is " born ," you already have several 
items - a basic weapon , some food and water, a book, and a scroll or two. 
(Items vary slightly, depending on your occupation .) 

Before long, you ' ll acquire some valuables. Eventually, you ' ll want to buy 
containers to store your items, or put items in a bank deposit box for safekeeping. 

Some items on your person can 't be dropped , sold or traded (such as your 
milk flask and starting weapon) . To remove these items from inventory, 
you must either store them in a bank or destroy them. 

7Jiewin9 }jour :inventory 
Inventory management is an indispensable skill. If you ' re a pack rat, you ' ll 
constantly need to reassess what you ' re carrying and figure out what to do 
with the items you 've accumulated . 

To see what's in your inventory, follow these steps: 

+ Click Persona to see your general inventory slots . 

+ Click Inventory, or click the picture of your character. This toggles a second 
inventory window that shows weapons and coins you ' re carrying. You can 
click this button again to hide the second window. 

Tip: You can access your Persona and Inventory windows by programming them onto a 
button. See Hot Buttons. 

The detailed view of your inventory is divided into severa l 
sections. You can place specific items on different parts of 
your body - hands, fingers, feet, etc. 

Eight general inventory slots show all items in your possession that 
aren't coins or weapons you 're holding. (Stored weapons do 
show up, however.) These slots are not location-specific. Use 
these slots to store items that you aren 't wearing, as well as 
coins and weapons that aren't in use . 

For certain items, you can stack more than one of that item 
in a single slot. The small number in the corner of the slot 
indicates how many items of that type are stacked . 
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The coin window shows how many 
platinum, gold, silver and copper coins 
you have. (See Money Matters for 
details .) Coins can be stacked , and 
there 's no limit to how many you can 
carry. If you're trading with another player or depositing/withdrawing funds at 
a bank, click on a coin s lot to display a slider. Use the s lider to control how 
many coins you ' re fishing out of your coin purse. 

Holding irnd Wearing Items 

Location slots show what items you 're 
currently wearing on specific parts of your 
body, as well as weapons you 're holding. 
The slots are named for easy reference. 
Some slots are listed twice, with a faint 
"1" and "2" behind the label. These 
special slots accommodate similar items 
on both t he left and right sides of the 
body. When something is in a slot, you'll 
see a small picture of it in t he slot. 

Just because you've stored something in a general inventory s lot doesn't mean 
it 's in use. If you want to hold a weapon or wear a new item of armor or 
clothing, you've got to move it to the right location slot: 

+ Click on an item in a general inventory slot. 

+ Once the item is floating on your cursor, click on an appropriate location slot. 

Use this same click-and-drop method to take off a wearable item or store a weapon. 

Picking Up/Dropping/Destroying Items 
You can pick up items you find , and by the same token, you can drop items 
you don't want (espec ia ll y if t he item might be useful to someone else). Some 
items can ' t be dropped, traded or sold - if you really don ' t want it, you may 
opt to destroy t he item. Occasio nally, you may even run across items on the 
ground in the form of a small , brown bag. 

To drop an item to the ground: 

+ Click on the item you don ' t want in your genera l inventory slot. 

+ Once it floats on your cursor, click anywhere in your front view. Dropped 
items turn into brown bags. 

---------~------------

To permanently destroy an item : 

+ Click on the item you wish to destroy. 

+ Once it floats on your cursor, click Destroy. 

+ Click Yes to confirm . 

To pick up an item from the ground: 

+ Double-click on the bag. 

+ Once its contents "stick" to your cursor, click on one of your general inven
tory slots. 

Buying/Sell ing Items CNPC Merchants) 
Whether you ' re new to EverQuest or a battle-tested veteran, you'll find 
that you need to buy and sell items on a regular basis. At the very 
least, you'll need to buy food and drink. 

Selling to merchants is different from se ll ing to players. The 
following steps work with non-player shopkeepers; to sell to 
another player, see Giving/ Trading Items, next page. 

To buy/ sell an item with a merchant: 

+ Right-click on the merchant. This opens inventory win
dows for both you and the merchant. 

+ To buy an item , click on something in the merchant's 
inventory window. 

+ To sell an item , click on something in your inventory 
wi ndow. The shopkeeper provides an instant bid. 

+ Click Purchase or Sell. Coins automatical ly change 
hands. 

If you're selling multiple items of the same type, click the 
arrows on t he s lider window to control the number you ' re 
selling. You can sell or purchase single items from a stack 
by holding down the Control key while c licking the Sell or 
Purchase button. To buy or sell an entire stack of items, 
ho ld down the Shift key while clicking the Sell or Purchase 
button . 

------ - ------



Giving/Trading Items 
(Player Characters) 
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You sometimes find that you desperately need (or 
don 't want) a particular item . Or, you might be 
miles away from the nearest merchant. In these 
cases , you can turn to other players for support . 
All player characters can buy, sell and trade items 
among themselves through the Trade window. 
In this screen , you can give away items that you 
own , or offer items and/ or coins to other player 
characters. No transaction is final until both 
players agree to it. 

To give away/ trade an item to another player: 

+ Open your Inventory screen and select the item. 

+ Click on the recipient to "drop" the item into that person 's inventory. 

+ When the trade window opens, click Trade. 

Both players must click Trade to complete the action . If either player 
puts another item into the trade bin a~er one player clicks Trade, 
he/ she will have to click the button again . 

If you 're taking more items than your inventory can hold , extra items fall to 
the ground . You ' ll need to drop other items to pick them up, or obtain a 
container (such as a backpack) . Beware, items dropped to the ground may be 
picked up by greedy NPCs or other Player Characters. Don ' t consider the 
ground a safe place to store any items, and try to keep inventory slots 
available when trading items or comp leti ng quests that give items as rewards . 

Jnspecting v4nother Player's Jnventory 
To see if other players have something you might want to trade for, click on 
their characters . This targets them and , if you ' re standing close enough to 
them , opens their Inventory window. See Giving/Trading Items (above) to 
learn how to trade. 

Jnspecting an Jtem 
You can view properties for most items by right-click-and-holding. You can do 
this in your inventory, a merchant 's inventory, the trade window, bank 
window, and more . What information you can see depends on the item, but 
usually includes weight, occupations and races that can use it, weapon 
damage and speed , etc. 

v4uctioning :Jtems 
As you advance in the game, you ' ll find that you sometimes need to get rid of 
valuable items. You may only need an item for a little while , perhaps to 
accomplish a quest. You might have just upgraded your armor and weapons, 
or maybe you 've grown tired of your jewelry-making kit. Or, you could 
desperately need a spell ingredient yourself - the old adage "one man 's trash 
is another man 's treasure" holds true in EverQuest as well. 

Auctioning allows you to send out an area-wide message that all players in your 
playing zone can hear. Unlike "/shout" (which is reserved for critical 
situations) , "/auction " is only used for buying and selling items. The preferred 
usage is "WTB" (want to buy) or "WTS" (want to sell), followed by a 
description of the item . 

Auction is better than trading because all players can see what you 
have or what you 're looking for. In trading, you can only talk to people in 
your immediate vicinity or go around inspecting other players' inventories. 

To auction an item: 

+ Type "/auction" followed by "WTB" or "WTS", then a short item description. 

+ When someone responds, set up a place to meet. 

+ Meet the buyer and initiate a trade. 

Containers and ~anks 
You 've only got eight general inventory slots, several of which are nearly always 
occupied by food and drink. Some items can be stacked on top of one 
another in a single slot, such as fish , bread and arrows . Other items take up 
an entire slot. All add weight to your character (see your Stats window for 
limits) . If you don't want to continually sacrifice one item for another, try 
purchasing a container or finding a bank. 

Containers 
Purchase backpacks, bags and other containers to increase your carrying 
capacity. By placing items inside a container, you can fit multiple possessions 
into a single slot. To open a container, double-click on it. 

Certain containers also serve as catalysts for creating items - for instance, 
you need a bowl to make bread, and a medicine bag to mix potions. 
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Banks 
Banks will gladly store coins for you , and they' re also a great 
way to store inventory items . They' re similar to containers in 
that you can store items in safe deposit boxes . Banks in 
Norrath are well-connected - even if you travel abroad , any 
banker can instantly conjure up your items. You 've got eight 
bank inventory slots at your disposal. If you go to another 
bank, you don ' t get additional slots. 

To put an item in the bank: 

+ Find a bank and right-click on the banker. Eight bank 
inventory slots appear for you to use . 

+ Click on an item in your inventory (it "floats" on your 
cursor). 

+ Click on a bank inventory slot. 

To withdraw an item from a bank, reverse the steps above. 

<:What if ]ou 'lJie? 
If you 've worked long and hard , don 't worry. Dying won ' t 
strip you of your possessions or coins - as long as your 
body is recoverable. (For example, don ' t drown at the 
bottom of an aqueduct - it may be a difficult task to find 
that exact spot and resurface without dying again.) 

To reclaim what 's rightfully yours, locate your body, right-click on it, and put 
the items into your new inventory (see Picking Up/ Dropping Items). 

Note: If you 're a new player (under Level 5) and you don 't have much experience or many 
possessions yet, dying is sometimes the easiest way to replenish your ~oodstu!fs. When . 
resurrected, you 'll have 5 milk and 5 bread, enough for several days traveling. And since 
your corpse probably doesn 't have anything really valuable, you don 't necessarily have to go 
reclaim your possessions. 

Giving Permission to Drag Corpses 
You can give someone permission to drag your corpse. Type in "/consent 
<player name> " . This is useful if you die while adventuring in a group. One .of 
your party can pick up your corpse and drag it to a safer and/ or closer spot in 

the same zone. 

---------------------

6atin9 and rnrinking 
Bread, milk and water are staple goods for all citizens ofNorrath . Many 
merchants sell these items, along with rat steaks, bear meat and fancier food 
items. You start the game with 5 milk units (in a milk pouch) and 5 pieces of 
bread. Generally, you ' ll consume these at the rate of 1 per game day (about 6 
hours playing time). 

When you ' re runn ing low on either item , your text disp lay shows "You are low 
on food and drink. " If you don ' t eat or drink soon , you ' ll become very thirsty 
or hungry. Eventually, your health and stamina suffer. 

Visit a city merchant to stock up on baked goods, water flasks , milk 
and other items. (See Buying/ Selling Items). Many merchants also 
sell alcohol; however, ale, beer, wine and other similar drinks do 
nothing to quench your thirst. In quantity, they temporarily hinder your 
a bility to speak (type) and affect your movement skills and agility. 

To eat/ drink an item : 

+ View your inventory. 

+ Right-click on the item you wis h to consume. 

Bread and milk items in your general inventory slots are automatically used as 
needed. Other items (like a short beer) require that you physically consume 
them. If right-clicking on an item doesn ' t do anything, then that item wi ll 
automatica lly be eaten or drunk as you need it. 

Foraging. If you ' re an lksar or you chose a nature-based occupation , you may 
possess a ski ll ca ll ed Foraging. This enables you to find food in the wi lderness, 
bu t it must be practiced just like any other skill. 

Dying. If you 're under Experience Level 5, letting yourself die is the easiest way to 
restock your food supplies. You ' ll lose a little bit of experience, and it may take 
longer to progress to the next leve l, but you ' ll at least have 5 milk and 5 bread . 

----------------------~ 
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~011ey LA1 
As a new character, you don ' t have any money. You ' ll spend most of your early 
playing sessions earning money to buy food , drink and items for your chosen 
occupation . You can earn money either through looting the corpses of small 
animals you 've killed and selling those items. Occasionally, you may find a 
more experienced player who is wi ll ing to donate a few coins to your cause. 

There are four denominations of coins in Norrath - platinum , gold , silver and 
copper. The exchange rate is 10 coins for each higher-value coin : 

1 platinum = 10 gold 
l11 v1·11! 1>1 y \X'11HLw l :.,111s 

1 gold = 10 silver • • • 
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1 silver = 10 copper 

Once you do have some money you may want to deposit it in a bank for 
safekeeping. All cities have banks in which you can store coins and general 
inventory items. 

To deposit coins in a bank: 

+ Find a bank and right-click on the banker. 

+ Click on the coin type you want to deposit. 

+ A coin window pops up. Click the arrows to change the number of coins. 

+ Click Done. Coins are now "floating" on your cursor. 

+ Click on the same coin type in the bank inventory window. 

Reverse t hese steps to withdraw money - click on coins in the bank's 
inventory window, and place them in yours . You can withdraw money and 
items from any bank, no matter which city you ' re in. 

'--711erchant Prices 
When you buy something, co ins automatically transfer from your inventory 
into the se ll er's window. If you se ll an item , coins are placed in your inventory. 

Tip: If you're in good standing with a merchant (see Factions), that merchant may offer 
you lower prices on items. 

SKILLS AND COMBAT 

A key part of building a successful EverQuest character is developing your skills. 
Skills describe abilities or trades that can be improved with practice. Depending 
on what occupation and race you chose , you possess certain innate skills . 

From the start, all characters know a few basic skills - Beg, Fish , Sense 
Heading and Bind Wounds. Some skills come more easily to certain races or 
occupations. Other skills can be improved as you gain experience and training. 

To view your ranking in each skil l: 

• Click Persona (or the animated picture below the button). 

• Click Skills (if it's not already selected) . 

Before you can use a skill , you must program it onto an 
Ability Macro button : 

• Click Abilities, then right-click on a Macro button. 

+ Click on a skill to assign it to that slot. 

The Skills area of the screen shows your current proficiency in each 
skill. Initially, you'll be ranked as "Awful " in everything. The 
skill divisions are Awful / Feeble / Very Bad / Bad / Below 
Average / Average / Good / Very Good / Exce llent / Master. It 
takes 10 skill points to get to each next higher skill ranking. 

Skill va lues start at 0 and go up from there. The maximum 
value of any skill is 250, however the maximum that you will 
be able to obtain is dependent upon your level, race, and 
class . Upon reaching a skill level of 100 in any skill, you are 
considered a master of that skill. Though you wi ll continue to 
gain skill points as you use the skill, the highest that will be 

reflected on the ski ll page is " Master". 

If your skill is over 100 you wil l also be shown the numeric va lu e of your skill. 

To use a skill , simp ly click on that Macro button . (You can also put skills onto 
Hot Buttons.) 
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J mprovin9 Sblls and 7rainin9 
The more you use a skill , the better you become at it. When you improve a 
skill ranking, a message appears in your Text Display. As long as you know the 
basics of a skill , it will improve the more you use it . Skill rankings are tied to 
your experience level - you can only improve a skill so much at Experience 
Level 1, improve it a bit more at Level 2 , more at Level 3, and so on. 

You can develop as many skills as you li ke - there's no limit. Some skills, 
however, are better suited for certain races, occupations or experience levels. 

One good way to increase your proficiency in a certain skill is to visit a trainer. 
Trainers are usually masters of certain skills, and are willing to teach you . As a 
new player, you can visit your Guild hall and spend practice points, or cred its 
toward training. Later, you ' ll have to pay for lessons. 

To approach a trainer: 

+ Visit your Guild hall. 

+ Right-click on the Guild Master or a trainer. 

+ The skill page pops up - click on the skil l you wish to improve. 

+ Click Practice. 

Some skills can ' t be practiced until you reach a certain experience level. For 
these , you ' ll need to practice at least once to learn the basics of that skill. 

Putting Skills on '-7l1acro 73uttons 
It' s sometimes convenient to program a skill onto a Macro button. When 
you 've done this, you simply click that button to use the skill: 

+ Click Abilities, then right-click on a Macro button . 

+ Click on a skill to assign it to that slot. 

+ After that, just click that Macro button to use the skill. 

--------------------------

Sbll 7ypes 

Combat SkilJs 
Apply Poison. Apply poison to a weopon 
(Rogues). 

Archery. Use bows, crossbows and other ranged 
weapons. 

Backstabbing. Strike an opponent from behind, 
delivering increased damage. 

Bash. Knock down and disorient an opponent 
(con interrupt spellcosting). 

Block. Deflect an attack using your body 
(Monks). 

Blunt, One-Handed. Fight with blunt, one
handed weapons. 

Blunt, Two-Handed. Fight with blunt, two
handed weapons. 

Defense. Avoid damage during combat. 

Disarm. Knock weapon from enemy's hands. 
Dodge. Avoid blows during combot. 

Double Attack. Apply increased attack damage. 
Dragon Punch. Special Monk attack. 

Dual Wield. Use a weapon in each hand. 

Eagle Strike. Special Monk attack. 
Feign Death. Fake death (Monk). 

Flying Kick. Special Monk ottock. 

Hand-to-Hand. Fight without weopons. 

lnstill Doubt. Couse fear in your opponent. 
Tiger Claw. Special Monk attack. 

Kick. Kick during combat. 

Off ense. Inflict domage during combat. 

Parry. Deflect blows with your weapon. 

Piercing. Use piercing weopons. 

Riposte. Respond quickly during combat. 

Round Kick. Periorm a round kick (Monk). 
Slam. Club an opponent. 

Slashing, One-Handed. Fight with sharp, one
honded weapons. 

Slashing, Two-Handed. Fight with sharp, two
honded weapons. 

Taunt. Distract an enemy while he's 
attacking someone else. 

Throwing. Use hand-thrown weapons. 

Magical Skills 
Abjuration. Reduce health point damage. 

Alteration. Couse illusions or actuol physical 
changes (teleportation, faster movement, etc.). 

Channeling. Cast spells more quickly. 

Conjuration. Summon something from another 
part of the world. 

Divination. Conceal and detect items. 

Evocation. Cast energy and force spells. 
Meditate. Memorize spells more quickly. 

Specialization. Specialize in o particular 
magical skill (Abjuration, Alteration, Conjuration, 
Divination or Evocation). 

---------
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Healing Skills 
Bind Wound. Heal target to 50% health 
(requires bandages). 

Mend Wounds. Heal oneself (Monk). 

Musical Skills (Bards only) 
Bross Instruments. Cast spells using musical 
instruments. 

Percussion. Play the drums. 

Singing. Sing magical songs. 

Stringed Instruments. Play an instrument 
with strings, such as a mandolin. 

Wind Instruments. Play wind instruments, 
such as the flute. 

Language Skills 
Common Tongue. Speak the common 
language. 

Dark Speech. Understand evil languages. 

Elder Elvish. Fluency in Elder Elvish. 

Old Erudian. Fluency in Old Erudian. 

Thieves' Cant. Fluency in thieves' body 
language. 

Thieving Skills 
Pick Lock. Unlock something without a key. 

Pick Pocket. Steal from an NPC (or another 
player on a player vs-player server) (PVP only) . 

Sneak. Sneak up behind someone. 

Steal. Take items from characters (Rogue). 

Other Skills 
Alcohol Tolerance. Drink without becoming 
drunk. 

Beg. Beg far money from merchants. 

Disarm Traps. Safely dispose of moving traps. 

Hide. Hide in an area. 

Safe Fall. Fall without damaging oneself (Monk, 
Bards, Rogues). 

Sense Traps. Sense moving traps. 

Sense Heading. Determine your direction. 

Swimming. Move around in water. 

Track. Find a creature or character. 

'lrade Skills 
With a trade skill, you can make certain items by assembling the necessary 
pieces . Some trade ski ll s require you to seek out a merchant and buy a book 
or kit specific to that skill. Oth ers (like Fishing) only require you to purchase 
rhe proper equipment. 

Before you can learn most skills, you must visit a merchant that specializes in 
char trade. He or she wi ll sell you a book that outlines the basics for a certain 
skill. Once you've read it and acquired the necessary kit, component or 
ingredients, you can make pottery, bows and arrows, bread products a nd 
more. 

To make an item , you need all of the ingredients and the right kind of container: 

+ Right-click on the container (a small window opens). 

+ Click on the needed items in your inventory, and click on an empty slot in 
the container. 

+ Click Combine. 

If you're lucky, you ' ll succeed in your creation , and a new item wi ll 
show up in your inventory. Keep in mind that you ' ll occasionally fail , 
losing al l items in the container. 

Trade Skills 
Alchemy. Create potions (requires medicine bag) 
(Shaman). 

Baking. Make a variety of baked goods (requires 
oven). 

Blacksmithing. Make metal items (requires are 
and forge). 

Brewing. Make alcohol (requires still). 

Fishing. Catch fresh fish (requires fishing pole and 
bait) . 

Fletching. Make bows and arrows (requires 
fletching kit). 

Foroging. Find food in the wild. 

• 

Jewel Craft. Make jewelry (requires jewelry kit) . 

Make Poison. Create poisons (requires various 
ingredients). 

Pottery. Make clay objects (requires clay, pottery 
wheel, kiln). 

Research. Construct spells (requires a tome and 
specific spell ingredients). 

Tailoring. Sew clothing and cloth items (requires 
sewing kit). 

Tinkering. Construct mechanical objects (requires 
toolbox) (Gnomes). 
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Bxperiena_Levels 
You always begin as a Level I character. As you gain experience in the world 
(mostly through combat) , you progress to the next level. At higher experience 
levels, you can improve many types of skills and add to your spellcasting 
abilities . 

The best way to gain experience is to go out into the wilderness and kill 
creatures within your ability. You can also gain experience by completing 
quests and killing certain NPCs. At first, you'll need to take on rats, snakes 
and other small animals. Once their corpses quit yielding loot, it 's probably 
time to move on to something larger. 

You can tell whether or not killing a certain creature will give you experience by 
the col or of its text response when you Consider it. Stay away from creatures 
with red text (too hard) . Look instead for green responses (easy kill) and blue 
ones (you'll have the upper hand) . See Before You Attack, for a list of the 
Consider response colors and what they mean. 

experience ri3ar 
You can keep track of your experience and view your current experience leve l in 
the Persona screen. Even though your text display sends you a 
message each time you advance a level, it' s a good idea to 
occasionally check your stats and level status. 

To view your current stats, experience level and progress 
towards the next level : 

+ Click Persona (or the animated picture below the butto n). 

+ Click Stats (if it 's not already selected) . 

The blue line in the middle of the experience bar is a magnifica
tion of one of the five graduated lines (bubbles). This way, you can see more 
accurately your progress towards your next level. 

~arty experience 
If you band with a party, it 's sometimes easier to gain experience. (Parties earn 
experience the same way as an individual character does.) Three people 
hacking away at a Kobold or a Gnoll scout are much more effective than 
trying to take one on yourself. Each time a party defeats an opponent, points 
are split among the group members according to experience levels . The higher 
your experience level , the larger your portion . There is a grouping experience 
bonus, the more people in your party, the larger the bonus . .. 

~po_ns 
In EverQuest, you can fight using short-range melee weapons (swords, clubs 
and so forth) , ranged weapons (bow and arrow), or your bare hands . If 
you 've got magical spells, you can use those in combat as well - see Using 
Magic. Combat is not permitted inside any city. If you initiate an attack, the 
guards immediately come to kill you. 

vAcquiring CWeapons 
Nearly all occupations give you a basic weapon at the start of the game. As 
you earn money doing whatever you do, you can visit merchants to buy bigger, 
better weapons. However, make sure you hang onto your original weapon 
throughout the game - even a basic sword isn 't cheap, and it's nice to have a 
backup in case you lose a better weapon along the way. A bank inventory slot 
is an excellent place to store unused weapons. 

Tip: If you're in a real financial bind but you own a pole and some bait, you can 
sometimes pick up a rusty dagger with your Fishing skill. It's not as good as a 
short sword, but it's more effective than your bare hands. 

CWeapon 'Types 
You start out with a basic weapon, but as you progress in levels and earn more 
money, you ' ll want to upgrade. Even those who specialize in magic usually 
carry a formidable weapon in case their mana supply becomes depleted. 

You can make four basic types of weapon attacks, each of which requires an 
appropriate weapon. All except for ranged attacks are melee (close combat) 
attacks . So me weapons are one-handed, meaning t hat you only need o ne hand 
to wield t hem . If you possess the Dual Wield ski ll, you can ho ld a one- handed 
weapon in each hand and use them simultaneously during combat. Two
Handed weapons require both hands and a two-handed combat skill. 

Blunt. Bashing damage delivered by a du ll weapon (bruises your opponent) . 

Slash. Heavy, slicing damage delivered by a sharp, edged weapon or a whip 
(cuts your opponent). 

Piercing. Stabbing damage from a small edged or pointed weapon (pierces 
your opponent). 

Ranged. Piercing damage delivered from a distance by a propelled weapon, 
such as a bow and arrow. 
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With some skills you can deliver manual attacks during combat, such as a 
Kick or Bash . This adds to whatever weapon damage you dish out. The 
drawback, however, is that you must program these skills to a Macro or Hot 
button and press it whenever you want to use that attack. 

l·HAND 2-HAND l·HAND 2·HAND 
SLASH SLASH elERCING BLUNI BLUNI RANGED 
Axe Battle Axe Dagger Club Hammer Bow & arrow, long 
Battle Axe Claymore Gauche Flail Great Staff, worn Bow & arrow, short 
Broad Sword Halberd Giant Snake Fang Mace Hunting Bow 
Long Sword Scythe Knife Morning Star Recurve Bow 
Short Sword Rapier Staff, crocked 
Scimitar Spear Warhammer 
Pick Spear, short 
Whip 

03ef ore ]ou ~ttack 
Prior to fighting, run through a quick, mental checklist: 

+ Scribe and memorize any offensive spells you possess. 

+ Program your Combat skil ls and spe ll s (if any) to Macro buttons. 

+ Identify your auto-attack hot key. 

+ Put your weapon in hand. 

+ Open your Inventory (press [D) and click on your weapon . 

+ Click on the picture of your character to put it in hand . (You only have to 
do this once per fight.) 

+ Press CD again or click Done . 

+ Target a character, either by left-clicking on one or by pressing (fIJ to 
target the nearest player or rn to target the nearest non-player character. 

+ Check your chances in combat (right-click to Consider your target). 

Green text 

Blue text 

White text 

Yellow text 

Red text 

You ' re al l but certain to defeat this opponent. 

You ' ll most likely win the encounter. 

An iffy gamble , but you could win . 

You should probably leave this opponent alone. 

You'll most likely die . 

vAttackin9 with CWeapons 
You can fight manually in EverQ.uest by using weapon skills you 've learned , but 
combat is generally easiest if you use the auto-attack function instead . Once 
you 've got a target, you can simply press 0 (or whichever key you 've remapped 
this function to) , and your character will automatically make the attack. Your 
only task at that point is to stay close enough to the target to hit it. 

0 Initiate auto-attack (on current target) 

[Esc J Release current target 

IMPORTANT/ Make sure you don't accidentally target an unintended NPC while 
auto-attack is on - the NPC may turn on you. 

If you prefer to take your swings or shots manually, you can do 
so - as long as you have a weapon skill , and have programmed it 
onto a Macro or Hot button : 

+ Click Abilities, then click on a Weapon skill. 

+ Once pressed , the button remains gray until you can take 
another swing (or, for ranged attacks, another shot). 

+ If you 've programmed the skill onto a Hot button , you 
don 't need to open the Abilities window first. 

During melee combat, you must be standing fair ly close to your opponent. If 
you ' re not near enough , you ' ll see a message in your text window that says 
"Your target is too far away. " Be sure to remain facing your target. Ranged 
attacks can be made from as far away as the weapon will a llow. Creatures 
usually rush toward you , however, once you hit them . 

The text display a lso shows you whether yo ur blow landed or missed , and 
whether or not your opponent has hit you . If you 've taken or applied damage, 
you can see that as well. The amount of damage you can deliver to an 
opponent is an automatic function of your physical strength and weapon 
skills; so is your ability to evade blows. 

See Health, Damage and Dying, for information on how damage affects you. 
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'1Jevelopin9 <:Weapon Skills 
Several things affect whether you get weapon-based combat skills, and 
whether you can accumulate more later. 

Occupation. Depending on what occupation you choose, you may already 
possess one or more weapon skills . Most classes with warrior abilities (Warrior, 
Paladin , Barbarian and so forth) give you one or more from the very start. 

Experience. You usually gain additional fighting skills as you progress through 
experience levels. 

Practice. You can visit a Trainer at your local guild hall to improve your 
weapon skills . The first few lessons are free , since you start the game with 
spendable practice credits . Later, you can pay for quick tutoring sessions. 
(Right-click on the guild master or trainer, then click on the skill you want to 
practice .) Some skills can only be practiced if you've reached a certain 
experience level. 

~sing-'-2ltagic 
Those who cast magic are initially more vulnerable than other types of 
characters. Physical abilities are sacrificed for mental prowess, but eventually, 
most spell casters become feared and revered citizens of Norrath . Building a 
life as a Wizard , Magician , Enchanter, Dru id , Cleric or Necromancer is more 
difficult than pursuing other occupations, but the rewards can be great .... 

Spell <Book and ~ana 
All spell casters carry a spell book. You can open the book at any time by 
clicking the book icon on the left side of the screen . Once you copy a spell 
from a scroll (scribe it) , it is permanently recorded in your book. 

Scribed 
spell 

Previous 
page 

Meditate (must have Meditate skill) 

Next 
page 

You can "memorize" eight scribed spells at any one time by 
placing them in a spell gem slot . Casting the spell then 
becomes as easy as clicking on its gem. 

Spell casting consumes mana, a mystical source of magical 
energy. Like hit points, mana regenerates over time. To view 
your current level of man a , check the blue mana bar. ( It shows 
the number of available mana points). The longer the blue line 
in the bar, the more mana you currently possess . As you gain 
experience levels , you gain additional mana. If you rest long 
enough or receive a mana boost, it rises to its full capacity. 
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v4.cquirin9 Spells 
Some occupations (such as a Paladin ) have one or more spells that are simply 
skills and don 't involve spell scrolls, scribing or meditating. You can use them 
as often as your level permits . For most spells, however, you must obtain a 
spell scroll, record it in your spell book and memorize it before you can cast it. 

You can buy spel l scrolls from magic vendors , and if you ' re an aspiring spell 
caster, you ' ll probably have one or two at the start of the game. Some special 
quests can also yield spells . 

Spell 7ypes 
EverQuest has literally hundreds of spells that you can acquire and cast at 
various levels of experience. They're far too numerous to list here , but for the 
most part they can be classified into three types: 

Offensive. Spells that are, or add punch to, combat attacks . Examples are 
Shock of Frost, Burst of Flame and Enfeeblement. 

Defensive. Spells that boost armor ratings or give added protection or 
advantage during battle - for instance, Courage , Skin Like Wood and Invisibility to 
Undead. 

Healing. Spells that restore hea lth and stamina, like Minor Healing, Cure 
Disease, Endure Poison and Mend Bones . 

Other. Spells that are 
neither offensive nor 
defensive. For example , you 
can cast Calm , Sense Magic , 
Summon Food and Bind 
Affinity. None of these spel ls 
is harmful or helpful in a 
combat situation, but they 
each have a specific purpose 
and provide some benefit. 

£,eamin9 a Spell 
If you 've got a spell listed in your Skills window, you don 't need to learn it. 
You simply program the skill onto a Macro button and click the button to 
cast it . Before you can cast a scroll -based spell, however, you have to copy it 
into your book and learn it . 

To learn a spell from a scroll: 

+ Click Spells (or click on the picture of your spell book) . 

+ Click on a spell scroll in your inventory. (To view a scroll 's contents, right-
click on it.) 

+ Click on a free slot in your spell book to scribe the spell. 

A timer appears below the right-hand page, measuring how long it takes to 
scribe the spell. You only need to do this step once for any spell. Once it's 
recorded , it's permanently in your book. 

Now, memorize the spell and add it to a spell gem slot (you must do this 
before you can cast it): 

+ Click on the picture of the learned spell in your spell book. A rock
colored gem appears on your cursor. 

+ Click on an oval slot to the left of your spell book. 

+ A timer appears below the left-hand page , measuring how long it takes to 
memorize the spell. When you have memorized it, the gem turns colored. 

You can memorize up to eight spells at any one time. To "forget" a spell 
(remove its gem) , right-click on its gem slot. You can then memorize a 
different spell in the free slot. (If you can ' t remember which spell gem goes 
with which spell, hold down the alt key) 

Spell Gem Colors 
The spell gem colors in the Spell screen interface describe a particular spell 's 
effects. Some spells can only be cast on yourself, on a particular type of 
target, or in a general area . 

Yellow 

Red 

Green 

Blue 

Orange 

Purple 

You can only cast it on yourself. 

You can cast it on your current target. 

The spell affects anyone close to your target. 

The spell has no range, and will radiate out from you. 

The spell only summons items and doesn ' t affect anyone. 

You can cast it on everyone in your group. 
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'13ef ore ]ou Cast a Spell 
Prior to casting, make sure you're ready (especially in a combat situation) : 

+ Scribe all spells to your spell book and meditate (to memorize them). 

+ Check your mana supply. If it's low, wait to attack or find a way to boost it. 

+ Program your spells to Macro buttons. 

+ Identify your auto-attack hot key. 

+ (Optional) Cast an armor- or strength-boosting spell on yourself. 

+ Target a character, either by left-clicking on one or by pressing[[) to 
target the nearest player or ru to target the nearest non-player character. 

+ Check your chances in combat (right-click to "consider" your target). 

Keep in mind that even if you're outmatched, you may still be able to defeat 
your opponent at a distance (especially if he doesn 't have any ranged weapons 

or spells). 

Green text 

Blue text 

White text 

You ' re sure to defeat this opponent. 

You ' ll most likely win the encounter. 

An iffy gamble, but you could win . 

Yellow text You should probably leave this opponent alone. 

Red text You ' ll most likely die. 

Casting a Spell 
To cast a spe ll : 

+ Click on a target. (Spells only affect the caster do not require a target.) 

+ Left-click the icon in the oval slot. 

+ Wait for your blue mana bar to return to normal, then cast again. 

When you cast a spell , a time gauge shows up in the upper left corner, 
indicating how long it's going to take to cast that spell. If someone hits you or 
you take a step, casting may be interrupted. Improving your Channeling skill 
helps you recover from these situations, but you usually can ' t use this skill 
until you're a high-level caster. 

Some spells are linked directly to certain skills - for example, Abjuration, 
Divination and Evocation . The better you are at that skill, the more chance 
your spell has of succeeding. If your casting fails , you'll see a message in the 
text display indicating that your spell "fizzled." Failed spells still consume 
mana, but don ' t produce any effects. Even if your casting is successful, your 
opponent may be able to resist that spell. Generally, higher-level characters 
are better at resisting spells cast by lower-level characters. 

Note: If someone casts a spell on you, a message appears in your text display. In some 
cases, a square spell icon displays in the upper right corner of your view. Right-click and 
hold on the spell icon, to find out the name of the spell. 

(])eveloping c.JWagical Skills 
Some skills relate directly to magic - Abjuration , Alteration, Channeling, 
Conjuration , Divination , Evocation , Meditate and Specialization. (See Skill 
Types, for a listing and definition of each skill type. ) You gain some of these 
skills through experience, while you ' re born with others . 

'-7l1.editating 
You can decrease the amount oftime it takes you to memorize a spell by 
Meditating. This helps speed up the process of scribing and memorizing 
spel ls, but it 's a skill-based ability. If you press the Meditate button but 
nothing happens , that means that you don ' t yet have the Meditate skill. 
Check your Persona window (your proficiency is listed under Skills). 

Meditating for long periods oftime helps you regain mana faster, 
and is much more effective than meditating for short bursts. While 
meditating, you can hear everyone around you, but you can't type, 
move or perform any other actions. 

To meditate: 

+ Click Spells (or click on the picture of your spell book). 

3irst-,.Cevel Spells 
If you 've chosen a magica l occupation, you can cast certain spel ls as a 
beginner. As you gain experience levels, you can learn more advanced spells. 

Here are some of the spells you can learn at Level 1 of each magical 
occupation. 

Cleric Minor Healing Courage 

Druid Minor Healing Skin Like Wood 

Enchanter Minor Shielding Shallow Breath 

Magician Minor Shielding Burst of Flame 

Necromancer Minor Shielding Life Tap 

Shaman Minor Healing Inner Fire 

Wizard Minor Shielding Shock of Frost 
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£ootin9 a 7Janquished Joe 
Once you 've killed something, you can check its corpse for useful items. Many 
things you recover from dead creatures are valuable items that you can sell to 
merchants or other players. 

To loot a corpse: 

+ Right-click on the corpse. 

+ Click on an item in the corpse's inventory. It "floats" on your cursor. 

+ Click on a free slot in your inventory. 

'launtin9 
If you have the Taunt skill programmed to a Macro or Hot button, you can use 
it to draw a creature' s attention away from whomever it's attacking. When 
you successfully taunt a monster, it turns and starts attacking you instead . 
You'll find that taunting is an indispensable group skill, especially if you want 
to keep the spell casters in your group alive . 

To taunt a creature: 

+ Click on the creature to target it. 

+ Press Taunt. 

r:Duelin9 
Even if you're not in a player-killing community, you can still challenge 
someone to a duel outside of a city. (The guards do not permit fighting 
inside.) Once you start a duel , it continues until one player defeats the other, 
or one player leaves the zone. Only player characters can duel. 

To start a duel: 

+ Target the player you want to duel. 

+ Type / d and press (Enter). 

To accept a duel , your target must follow these same steps. 

Dying during a duel is similar to dying in any other manner - see Health, 
Damage and Dying. 

Note: For non-player-killers, participating in a duel doesn't give the winner the right to 
loot the loser's corpse. 

Combat r:Damage 
Whenever your opponent hits you with either a weapon or 
spell, you take damage and your health is depleted . Keep an 
eye on your blue health bar - if it falls below 1 / 3 , you may 
want to consider retreating until you ' re healed . 

Tip: If your party includes a spell caster, that character can spend his or her time casting 
healing and boosting spells on the others while they fight. 

See Health, Damage and Dying, for additional details on taking damage. 

,Luring (2.ones and 8uards) 
A well-known tip among EverQuest players is to lure monsters into a "safer" area 
and fight them there. A ranged attack can often draw a creature toward you. 
Try to fight near a zone boundary, or near a guard . If you get into trouble and 
need a quick solution, you can simply run toward either one. Creatures 
won't follow you across a zone boundary, and they're likely to forget 
about you after a few minutes . At that point, you can return to the 
previous zone. (You'll know you 've changed zones whenever "Loading ... " 
appears on your text display.) 

Guards immediately kill unfriendly creatures if they come too close. Luckily, 
most creatures aren't intelligent enough to figure this out and tend to run 
headlong into sure death. 

:Retreatin9 
If you do decide that retreating is your best option, look for the safest escape 
route. Sometimes, you can run over to other players in the area, and someone will 
help attack the monster or taunt him away. Or, a spell caster might conveniently 
cast a spell in your direction, intentionally or unintentionally - if you run within 
range of an area spell, it affects you, too. 

Zones and guards (as mentioned in the previous section) can also help save 
your life . 
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'Usin9 2!ets 
Some occupations let you develop the ability to summon undead pets or 
elemental forces , or to befriend wild animals which aid you in combat. You'll 
have to find the correct spell for your class and purchase it before you can 
summon or charm a pet. Look for spells that begin with "Summon," 
" Befriend ," "Charm ," or that contain the word "Animal " or "Undead ." A 
variety of pet-related spells also exist that you can use to heal your pet or 
boost its abilities . 

Once you have a pet, you can instruct it to taunt your target, attack, follow 
you, guard a location , or protect you as follows : 

/pet as you were 
/pet attack 
/pet back off 
/pet follow me 
/pet get lost 
/pet guard here 
/pet guard me 
/pet report health 
/pet taunt 
/pet who the leader 

Put the pet at ease (cancels all previous orders). 
Tell pet to attack designated target. 
Tell pet to stop attacking. 
Tell pet to follow you (deactivates once you cross playing zones). 
Order a pet to kill itself. 
Tell pet to guard its current location (it will attack all players and NPCs). 
Tell pet to attack anyone that attacks you, or that you attack. 
View pet's current health (% remaining) . 
Tell pet to taunt your current target (toggles on/off). 
View pet's commander (useful for enchanters) . 

Necromancer and pet 
skeleton take on a Queen 
Klicknik. 

--------------------

c;Eiil~htinn 0Jher-5:Elayers _ ____ _ 
If you want to fight other players, you can do so by changing your character' s 
status to that of a "player-killer." Player-versus-player ( PvP) combat is an 
advanced part of playing EverQuest. We strongly suggest that you play for a 
while as a normal character in order to learn the game . Once you 've mastered 
the basics , it 's much easier to survive as a player-killer. 

Player-killing is much more dangerous than normal gameplay - although you 
can ' t ever really die (your character just regenerates in or near your starting 
city) , other players can loot your corpse. This means you 're always at risk of 
losing your coins (Tallon, Vallon and Sul Ion Zek) , or coins and one item 
(Rallos Zek server). 

Most player-killers band together in guilds and focus on fighting other guilds , 
rather than participating in random encounters with other players. Therefore, 
doing a little research at the outset is often the best way to decide which guild 
to join . See Participating in Guilds, for more guild information . 

To become a player-killer: 

+ Find a Priest of Discord . 

+ Open your inventory and click on the Tome of Order and Discord book. 

(Each character has this book at the start of the game. If you destroy it, 
that character can 't become a player-killer.) 

+ Give the book to the Priest. 

By turning over the book, you permanently abandon all Order and follow 
Chaos instead . Once you 've done this , you 're marked as a player-killer. You 
can now kill other player-killers and loot their corpses, and they can kill you, 
providing they are fond of you . Beware though , if the guards are fond of your 
attacker, and are not fond of you , they may choose to assist your enemy. 

Note: You can duel other players without becoming a player-killer. See Dueling. 

<Where l)ou Can 3i9ht Other 2!layers 
You can fight anywhere outside the city's gates, or in arenas within the city. 
The arena zones are clearly marked in your text display when you enter them . 

If you attack another player in the city, the guards immediately attack and kill you. 
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Pvr:E Seroers 
Several servers have been created specifically for player-vs-player (PvP) 
combat. Currently, there are four - Rallos Zek, Sullen Zek, Tallon Zek and 
Vallon Zek. 

'lips for 2'/ew Pvr:E Players 
Here are a few tips to get you started . 

+ Don 't join a PvP server for your first player-killing experience. If you play on 
a regular server, you can at least seek out safety inside the city gates and 
practice skills or simply rest. 

+ Learn your way around . It's easy to get lost in EverQuest - which is exactly 
what you don 't want to do in times of crisis. 

+ Find friends you can trust. Other newbies you meet can make great allies in 
the future. 

+ Find a guild to join . Remember, there 's strength in numbers. 

+ Use the Anonymous option (see Game Options: General). The less other 
players know about you, the better. 

+ Keep moving. Running is always better than walking, and you can often run 
away from someone or something that's chasing you . 

+ Make it a habit to target and consider (Icon) everyone you run across . 

+ Use banks to store anything valuable . Likewise , buy bags - no one can loot 
items in them. 

+ On Sul Ion Zek, Tallon Zek and Vallon Zek, you lose your coins on your 
character to an opponent if he or she kills you . On Rallos Zek, you lose 
your coins, plus one item in your inventory. (Items in bags and equipped 
weapons and shields can not be looted) . 

2iealth,!l2a_mage and5Dying 
To monitor health, check the red health bar. It monitors your 
current number of available hit points . The longer the bar, the 
healthier you are . With experience, you can take more damage . 

To see how many hit points you currently possess, click Stats and 
look for "HP. " A reading of30/ 54 means that you currently have 
30 out of 54 possible points . If you rest long enough or are 
magically healed , it rises to 54/ 54. 

If you 're hit with a weapon or an offensive spell , you lose hit points. Falling from 
heights or contracting diseases also lowers your health . The easiest way to 
restore health is to rest. If you 're in mid-combat, run for safety. Health also 
restores when you drink a health potion , or someone casts Lay Hands on you . 

f°Dyin9 and ~esurrectin9 
If you take enough damage, your health bar falls to zero and you die. 
You can 't really die - your character falls unconscious and regenerates 
near your starting city. The worst part of dying is that you lose some 
experience, and you must find your body to reclaim any inventory. 

Binding 
Normally, your regeneration point is near your starting city. Binding resets 
your regeneration point to wherever you ' re standing. Find a magically inclined 
player to bind you to a new location when you travel. Otherwise, if you die, 
you ' ll resurrect back in your original city, no matter how far away you were 
when you were killed. 

Reclaiming Items 
When you die, your corpse is " locked. " No one else can take what' s in your 
inventory. The only trick is that you have a limited amount oftime in which to 
find your body and transfer items to your inventory. 

Note: Corpse decay rates vary by your character's level, by whether or not you're logged 
into the game, and by whether or not you're carrying any items. 
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ADVANCED INTERFACE 
This section describes advanced interface functions , including views, game 
options and Hot buttons. 

Camera 7Jiews _ 
During gameplay, you can view your character from several 
different camera angles, zoom in and out, or pan up and down. 
You can a lso hide some or all of the interface. 

To cycle between available views, press View, or press rn. 
First-person view (default) View straight ahead (you can 't see your character) 

Overhead (rotating) 

Rear (rotating) 

View from above (camera rotates as you turn) 

View from rear (camera rotates as you turn and 
stays beh ind you) 

Overhead (fixed) View from above (camera does not rotate when you 
turn) 

Rear (fixed) View from rear (camera does not rotate when you turn ) 

To cycle through interface views, press [F10). 

Regular Shows all interface elements 

Partial 

Full 

Makes some interface elements transparent 

Hides all interface elements 

2!annin9 and ,Zoomin9 
You can pan the camera in different directions , either with the keyboard (press 
~ + ~) or by right-clicking the mouse ((j). You can also zoom the 
camera view in or out. To pan w ith the mouse, right-click-and-drag in any 
direction . (This works in all views except for fixed overhead and rear views -
in these , the mouse zooms the view in and out.) 

(F12 ) Enable/ disable mouse panning 

Here are some useful keyboard camera commands: 

Numpad (I) or (Home) Re-center view 

Numpad (Bi@] Pitch view up / down 

or~~ 

Numpad ffitOJ Zoom view in / out 
or~(Qill 

2Lot!Butto_ns 
To make any interface button accessible at all times, there 's a 
Hot button bank to the left of the screen with six different 
sets of six blank buttons. (The arrows cycle you through each 
set.) This means that you can program up to 60 Hot buttons 
(though you can only view 10 at once). 

Hot button shortcuts are a good idea - you can copy any 
interface button function (any interface button, skill , spell , or 
Ability/ Combat/ Social/ Main button) onto a blank Hot 
button . 

To add a Hot button : 

+ Click-and-hold on the button you want to copy. 

+ Wait for a floating button to appear on your cursor (about 2 seconds). 

+ Click on a blank Hot button slot. 

To remove a Hot button : 

+ Click-and-hold on the Hot button you want to delete. 

+ Wait for that Hot button to float on your cursor. 

+ Click anywhere in your front view to "drop" the button. 

You can cyc le t hrough the Hot button sets by clicking the arrows, or 
by pressing (Shift)+ OJ through~· The number of the currently 
selected bank appears between the arrows. 

You may want to consider placing the following actions on Hot buttons: 

+ Sit/ Stand 

+ Run/ Walk 

+ Combat skills you often use (Melee Attack, Ranged Attack, etc.) 

+ Spells you often use (any spell you've memorized) 

+ Skills you often use (Fishing, Lay Hands, etc.) 

+ Social actions you often use (such as "/shout") 
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y ame Optio.ns 
You can alter some of the game's settings to customize your 
playi ng experience. The options are divided into five 
different categories - General , Display, Mouse , Keyboard 
and Chat Filter. 

To set game options: 

• Click Options. 

• Click an option category- General , Display, Mouse, 
Keyboard or Chat Filter. 

• Set options. When finished , c li ck Back. 

Back/ Next. Some option categories have multiple pages -
•iiiiiiilllllllilil click Back and Next to view them . 

Checkboxes. Click inside an empty checkbox to select it. Click 
a checked box to de-select that option . 

Slider bars. Click-and-drag a slider bar left to decrease its 
value , right to increase it. 

General Options 
Fast Item Destroy When octive, turns off confirmation screen that displays when you Destroy an 

Trade 
Anonymous 
Sound Realism 
Music Level 
Sound Level 
Guild Invites 

Loot Autosplit 

item. 
Restricts trading to 0 specific group - EVERYONE/OFF /PARTY ONLY. 

When active, makes your character anonymous to anyone's "/who" command. 
(Slider bar) Adjusts number of sound effects during gameplay (fewer/more) . 
Adjusts music volume (softer/louder). 
Adjusts sound effect volume (softer/louder) . 
When active, others can send you invitations to join a guild. (Tum this off if you 
already belong to a guild and don't want to receive other invites.) 
When active, automatically splits loot from corpses equally with party members. 

------------------------

Gamma Correction 
-sky 
larticle Density 

Video Resolution 

Adjust screen brightness during gameplay (decrease/increase). 
Toggle level of sky detail - SINGLE SKY/DOUBLE SKY/3-0 SKY OFF. 

Adjust number of particles displayed during spell effects (HIGH/MEDIUM/ 
LOW/OFF). Lower settings may be better for slower computers. 
When active, displays names above player characters in your view. 
When active, displays names above non-player characters in your view. 
Adjust your monitor's resolution in the game - 640x480, 800x600, 
1024x768. 

Screens Same Resolution When active, all screens will appear in the same resolution (this may make 
some interface graphics appear small). 

Level of Detail When active, the detail levels for distant NPCs and PCs are reduced. This 

Mip Mop 
Clip Plane 

Mouse Look 

may improve performance on slower computers. 
When active, (glide mode only) terrain graphics in the distance look better. 
Adjust distance at which objects disappear (closer/farther away). 

Adjust mouse (cursor) speed (slower/faster). 
When active, reverses panning directions. Moving the mouse forward 
pons the view down instead of up. 
When active, automatically resets your view back to the center posi
tion once you release the right mouse button (or quit panning with 
@!:) + (!JIEBl. 
When active, enables right-click-and-drag panning. 

Keyboard Options 
Th is screen lists all keystroke functions . You can remap any key to any other key: 

To remap a key: 

+ Click in the field below the key's name. A cursor appears. 

• Press the desired key for that function (one key only; key combinations are 
not accepted) . 

+ Click Back. 

If the key you press is current ly assigned to another function, it "steals" it. The 
new function uses that key, and you must assign a new key to the old function . 
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Chat Fi lter Options 
These options affect what messages appear in your text display. W hen t he 
message type is checked , it will always display, while unselected message types 
are filtered out. 

Guild Chat 
Socials 
Group Chat 
Shouts 
Auctions 
Out of Charctr 
My Misses 
Other's Misses 
Other's Hits 
Atkr Missing Me 
PC Spells 

NPC Spells 
Bord Songs 

When active, displays all messages from fellow guild members. 
When active, displays all social chat messages. 
When active, displays all messages from your group. 
When active, displays all "/shout" (zone-wide broadcast) messages. 
When active, displays all "/auction" (buy or sell) messages. 
When active, displays oll "/ooc" (out of character) messages. 
When active, displays a message when you miss during a combat attack. 
As above, but for everyone else's misses around you. 
As above, but for your target's successful hits. 
As above, but for your target's misses when he attacks you. 
Controls which spell-related messages appear for player characters. You 
con view spell costings, misses and hits for yourself, your party, no one or 
everyone (ME/GROUP/OFF/ALL). 

As above, but for non-player characters. 
Controls which song-related messages appear for player characters. You 
con view songs played by yourself, your party, no one or everyone 
(ME/GROUP/OFF/ALL). 

Emoticon Commands 
So me emotico ns have ani mations associated wi th them, while others don 't . 
So me emotes act differe ntly, depen ding o n whether o r not yo u spec ify a 
target. Others req ui re that you target another character or creature first . 

See EQManual_Supplement.doc or .bet in t he EverQuest game d irectory to 
view the exact emoticon comma nds . 

~dvanced Chat Co_mmands 
EverQuest has a number of special "/" commands that you can type into the 
chat bar. This section lists all of the current commands. (For the most up-to
date list, use Wordpad to open EQManual_Supplement.doc or .txt, located in 
the EverQuest d irectory on your hard drive .) 

/anon 

/assist 

/outosplit 

/bug or /b 
/con 
I consent <player > 
/d 

/feedback 
/friend <player> 
/ignore <player> 
/loc 
/petition 
/played 
/shownomes 
/split#### 

/time 
: or /em 

/who 

Render yourself anonymous to other players. (This means /who commands 
won't work, and they can't see your doss, level, or current location.) 
Help a fellow player fight a monster (target the other player first) . You will 
automatically start attacking the other player's target. 
Automatically split loot you receive with the rest of your party. (All party 
members must enable splitting.) 
Open a bug-reporting screen. 
Consider a target (see your combat chances). 
Give another player permission to loot your corpse. 
Challenge a targeted player to a duel. (To accept, they must target you and 
type /d as well.) A duel continues until one participant "dies" or flees the zone. 
Open the feedback screen to send comments to the development team. 
Add or remove a friend from your list (toggles between odd/remove). 
Hide all text from a particular player. 
View your location or a target's location in numeric coordinates. 
Speak to a Gome Moster. 
View your character's birthday and the number of hours played. 
Turn visible names on/off in your viewscreen. 
Splits a defined amount of money with your group - platinum, gold, silver 
and copper, respectively. Enter 0 for any coin types you don't wish to split. 
Get the time of day in Norrath. 
Send a subtle "emote" message(" <your character name> smiles at 
Gozimbu."). 
View a list of all players in your playing zone. You con use "filters" to find 
players of a certain race, occupation, name or type. For example: 

/who all /who GM 
/who friend (zone) /who friend all (server) 
/who <race> /who <occupation> 
/who <name or partial name> 
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QUESTS AND GROUPS 

3inding _Quests 
Once you ' re fairly familiar with the game, you may be ready to take on a quest, 
or an adventure with a specific goal. Most quests offer some sort of reward . 

Ready-Made Quests . Many non-player characters have small quests . T he 
best way to find out what they are is to hail various NPCs and ask. Non
player characters have certain keywords marked in square brackets - for 
example , " I need some help with my [problem]." If you respond with a 
question that includes that keyword , you ' ll receive more information . 

Player-Created Quests. Players can create their own quests and pub licize 
them via chat boards, the Internet or the in-game message boards. Keep your 
eyes and ears open for any interesting opportunities. 

Miscellaneous Events. Some of the more creative EverQuest pl ayers organize 
pub lic events. T hese include advertised duels, weddings between cha racters, 
celebrations, and in some cases, even lotteries and contests . 

:£articipating m.!E~~~~-
Adventuring outside the city can be dangerous. joining a party can he lp you 
defeat monsters that you normally can ' t kill , carry items that won 't fit into 
your inventory, and progress through leve ls faster t han you would alo ne. 

Any player can group wit h any other, however the amount of experience 
received whil e adventuri ng is assoc iated to t he leve l spread of t he party mem
bers . As a general rule, you will receive the most experience fro m a group that 
has the ability to accomp lish the task at hand, but is not overpowered to the 
point that encounters are no longer challenging. 

When starting a party, consider the skills of each member that you invite . You 
want a good mixture of combat, spell-casting and healing abilities. At the very 
least, make sure you have a couple of strong fighters , a wizard , magician or 
enchanter to cast spells, and someone else with healing powers (like a cleric) . 
Use variations of the "/who" command to see players of a certain level, race 
or occupation. 

Parties are temporary groupings, as opposed to Guilds , whic h al low an 
ongoing affiliation between players . 

ZJoinin9!£eavin9!'1Jisbandin9 a CJ!arty 
You can either invite someone (of a similar experience level ) to join your party, 
or accept an invitation from someone else who has started a party. 

To invite a player to join your party: 

+ Target the player. 

+ Click Main You can also use control- I to invite someone into your party. 
if t hose buttons are n' t already displayed), then click Invite . 

The player you're inviting receives the invitation on the text display, and his or 
her " Invite" button changes to "Follow." 

To accept a party invitation: 

+ Ask to join a party, or wait for someone to invite you to join . 

+ Click Main (if those buttons aren 't already disp layed) , then click Follow. 
(The button then reverts to " Invite .") 

To leave a party (or dissolve a party you started) : 

+ Click Main (if t hose buttons aren 't a lready disp layed), t hen click Disband . 

Press ffi-W to target party members 1-6 . See t he printed reference card 
for other party commands. 

CJ!arty 2'I otes 
Communication. Keeping in touch with party members is crucial. Before combat, 
make sure everyone is present and prepared to do battle. 

Party Leader. Every gro up needs a leader. It's a good idea to elect someone to 
make decisions abo ut important party matters . 

Party Health . Th e names of fellow group me mbers 
appear in the party member window. Below each name 
is a bar that shows that me m ber's current health status. 

Parties and Spells. Some spells affect all members of a party. 
If you 've got a magical member in your party, it might be a 
good idea to pitch in and have your spell caster purchase a 
group-based spe ll. 

Parties and Experience. Experience points are split between party members 
acco rdi ng to experience leve l - see Party Experience. 

Splitting Loot. To split coin treasure evenly, enable ALITOSPLIT under Options / 
Gameplay. Items can't be spl it and should be fairly awarded on a case-by-case basis. 
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::&licipating in ~uilds 
Guilds take the basic idea behind forming parties a step further by making the 
group an official organization, complete with a charter, or a written set of 
intentions and purposes. Guilds allow players with similar ideas to form semi

permanent groups. 

The reasons for joining a guild mirror some of the reasons for joining a group 
- you band together with other players who are interested in pursuing the 
same goals that you are. You develop friendly associations with other 
members . Furthermore, in a tight spot, fellow guild members are nearly 
certain to help you out. The focus generally isn't on adventuring together 
(though it can be). Instead, guild members share primary goals and concerns 

relating to life in Norrath . 

Some guilds are run by non-player characters, but a group of players can also 
band together and form a new guild with a little planning. Hundreds of 
player-created guilds exist in EverQuest; finding the right one for your character 

can be a difficu lt task. 

Build ,Leaders 
For most occupations, your first task as a new player is to find the proper 
non-p layer gui ld for your occupation and meet its leader. When you hand over 
the right scroll, you form a lasting association with a group and agree to 

abide by its charter. 

Player-created guilds have a leader (usually the creator) who invites other 
players to join . As the group grows larger, he or she can create officers to help 

manage the gui ld . 

The best way to locate a guild leader for a guild you want to join is to ask 
other players. Search out another member and find out the best time and 

location to contact the guild leader. 

Build 2lalls 
Each city has quite a few guild halls for non-player (NPC) guilds . This is 
usually where you ' ll find the guild leader and trainers. 

3oinin9!,.Ceavin9 a Build 
Before you join a player-created guild , find out whether the guild 's plans are 
similar to those of your character. Most guilds have a web site that lists their 
charter, goals and requirements . To join a non-player guild specific to your 
occupation , give the correct scroll to the guild master. To join a player guild , 
find the Guild Leader and ask to join . You 're not obligated to accept a guild 
invitation, and player guilds aren't ob ligated to invite you . 

Once you join a guild , you assume the same last name as other members of 
your guild. This name appears in <brackets> after your character's name 
onscreen . Your guild affiliation is also revealed when someone uses the 
"/who" command. 

You can leave a guild at any time by typing the following: 

/ guildremove <your character's name> 

Creating a CJ!layer Build 
As time passes, you may decide that 
no existing guild suits your needs. In 
that case, you can solicit a group of 
players, draw up a charter and 
fo rm your own guild . 

To form a new player guild: 

+ Gather up 10 players 
(including yourse lf). 

+ Draw up a charter describing 
the guild 's intentions and planned role . 

+ Start EverQuest and click Chat to connect to the chat server. (All 
interested players should do this as well.) 

+ (Leader only) Type in "#makeguild" to create a private chat channel. 

+ Type in a name for the channel (top line; make it similar to the guild name) 
and a password (second line). 

+ Click Create . 

+ Give the name and password to all prospective guild members (at least 9 
other players). 

+ Tell a ll p layers to click on your private chat channel and enter the password. 

+ Once all players are in the channel , tell all players to type: # guildapprove. 
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+ Type in "#makegu ild " again to display the guild creation screen . 

+ Type in a summary of the charter (the guild 's goals), then press Finish. 

Your guild appears in the list as "Submitted ." (To view the list in the future , 
click Guilds in the Chat screen .) 

+ Wait for your guild information to be reviewed . If Game Masters determine 
that you need to edit your charter, the guild is marked as " Revised ." 

To view a GM 's comments and edit gui ld information , press Guilds in the chat 
window. Highlight yo ur guild name and press Edit . (Only the guild's creator 
can edit the information .) When you ' re done , press Finish. 

IMPORTANT! If you're only viewing the revisions, press Cancel instead of Finish. 
Otherwise, the guild is resubmitted for approval and you can't edit the information. 

+ Once your guild is approved, you ' ll receive an e-mail with further 
instructions . Make sure that your e-mail address is correct by selecting 
Account > Change Account> Edit Registration from the Login screen. 

+ Your next step is to petition a GM (/ petition) between the hours of2 p.m. 
and 11 p.m . Pacific Standard Time to complete the creation of the guild . 

Build <Wars 
It's very common for guilds to declare war on one another. The leader of any 
guild can declare war on another player guild, or call for a truce . The duration 
of the war can be set anywhere from 1 to 14 days . During this time, members 
of the warring guilds chal lenge one another to duels . The winner gets the 
loser's coins, plus one item from the loser's inventory. No experience is lost 
during a guild duel. 

Guild leaders declare war as follows: 

+ The leaders of both guilds arrange a time and location to meet away from 
the city and guards. 

+ Each leader sends the other a "/guildwar <name> <duration>" message. 

(Replace the information in brackets with the name of the opposing guild and 
the duration of the war in days, from 1to14. ) 

+ This starts the war. Members of either guild may now attack one another, 
regardless of their player-killer status . 

The war ends when time expires, or if both leaders send a "/guildpeace" 
message to the opposing guild . 

Build Commands 
Gu ild leaders and members can send specia l ("/")chat commands to others 
in their gui ld . Replace items in <brackets> wit h the indicated information. 
Valid users are listed in parentheses after the definition . 

/guldlnvite <player name> 
/guddinvlte <player name> o 

Invite someone to join the guild (leader only) . 

Make someone an officer in the guild (leader or officer) . 

In order for a guild leader to make an officer, the player must not be in the 
guild when using / guildinvite o <playername>. If a guild lead er wants to pro
mote someone to officer, simply have the player to be promoted target them
selves and type / gui ldremove in order to be ready to be promoted to officer. 
This will remove them from the guild , which will allow the guild leader to then 
use the /guildinvite o to make them into an officer. Please be careful in 
choosing who wi ll be the officers in your guild, as only the guild leader and 
officers can invite new members into the guild . Only the guild leader can 
make someone an officer. 

I guildremove <player name> 
Remove a guild member (any member con remove himself, but only the leader con remove other members 
and officers) . 

I guilddelete 
Disbond the entire guild (leoder only). 

I guildstatus <player name> 
View a character's rank within his guild - player, officer or leader (any guild member) . 

I guildleader <player name> 
Appoint a new leader for the guild (leader on~) . 

/guildsay 
Send a messoge to all members of the guild, regordless of their playing zone (guild members). 

/guildwar <opposing guild leader's name> <duration> 
Declore wor against another guild (both guild leaders). The information in brackets includes the name of the 
opposing guild's leader and the duration of the wor in days. 

/guildpeace <opposing guild leader's name> 
Coll a truce and end a guild wor early (both guild leoders). The information in brackets includes the nome of 
the opposing guild's leader. 
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THE WORLD AROUND You 
Norrath is a wild and exciting place for the adventurous, but dangerous and 
ill-suited for the timid . You can uncover many cities, dungeons, forests and 
unexplored wilderness in your travels, but you ' ll need a good guide. While the 
maps in this section don ' t show all the details of the world , they should be 

enough to start you on your journey. 

'lraveling 
Several modes of transportation exist in the world . Walking is the most obvious, 
but not necessarily the safest. If you live near the water, the easiest way to travel 
may be by boat. For a talented few, teleporting is an available option. 

Walking. If you decide to walk to another city, follow the path out of your 
home city' s entrance. These paths are interconnected and wi ll lead you to 
other places. Some even have signposts to help you find your way. When 
walking, it's a good idea to find trustworthy fellow travelers - just in case. 
Also, traveling at night can be difficult, so you may want to pick up a fire 
beetle eye or other light-producing item to illuminate the way. 

Traveling by Boat. Boats are the free public transportation system of the 
game. To take a voyage , find a pier and wait. When a boat arrives, simply 
walk onto it. Like a subway, boats have a preset route that they follow. If you 
don ' t know where it's going, wait for another player to show up and ask them 

if they know its destination . 

Teleporting. Experienced spel lcasters and their companions may be able to 
magically teleport (travel instantaneously) from o ne point to a nother. Once 
they have gained a little experience Clerics, Druids , Enchanters , Necromancers, 
Shamans and Wizards are able to learn the Gate spell , which teleports them 
back to their city of origin. To set the Gate destination to a new place, they 
must learn and cast Bind Affinity, another relatively low-level spell. 

As they become more advanced , Wizards and Druids can learn to teleport 
themselves (and sometimes their party) to certain magic-rich outposts of the 
ancient Combine Empire (Wizards) or Marker Stones (Druids) . Experienced 
Clerics can learn to teleport dead companions back to their corpses with the 

Revive, Resuscitate and Resurrection spells . 

Visiting other Planes. Rum ors abound concerning the existence of a lternate 
planes of reality - the Planes of Air, Fear and Hate. Some travelers claim that 
high-level Wizards can transport you between planes . .. 

~s of.!Narrathian Cities 

A. The Great Wheel H. The Wall 

B. Abbey of Deep Musing I. The Mines of Malfunction 

c. Ak'Anon Palace J. To the Steamfont 

D. The Forge of Defiance Mountains 

E. The Pillar of Commerce I<. Lake Tildunk 

F. Library Mechanamagica 

G. Gemchopper Hall 

----------------------
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B. 
c. 
D. 
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Erudin Port Authority 

Portside Gate 

The Temple of Divine Light 

Teleporter Gem to 
the Palace of Erud 

Fountain of 
Prexuz's Blessing 

F. 

G. 
H. 
I. 

J. 
K. 

TLE 
City oF 

Erufui 

Erudin City Armory 

The Vasty Deep Inn 

The Erudin City Library 

Hall of the 
Deepwater Knights 

To the Toxxulia Forest 

Erud 's Crossing 

TLeCityoF~ 
A. The Nexus of the Art E. Defender's Hall 

B. Hall of Enchantment F. Stump of Darkness 

c. Hall of Magic G. Felwithe Keeper 

D. Hall of Wizardry H. To the Greater Faydark 
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A. Office of the People I<. Freeport Arena 

B. Hall ofTruth L. Theater of the Tranquil 

c. Temple of Marr M. Freeport Port Authority 

D. New Market Square N. Freeport Inn 

E. The Vault 0. The Lower Commons 

F. Marsheart's Chords P. Seafarer's Roost 

G. Freeport City Hall Q. To the Desert of Ro 

H. Coalition ofTradesfolk R. To the Commonlands 

I. Freeport Militia House 

J. Academy of Arcane Science 

A. The Chantry 
of justice 

B. Cappi 's Coffers 
C. McPherson 's 

Bloody Blades 
D. McQuaid 's 

Dark Stout 
E. Yee Majik 
F. The Field of Slaughter 
G. To the Everfrost Peaks 
H. The Nest 

A. Da Bashin ' Place 

B. Root of lnnoruuk 

C. Nightkeep 

D . First Bank of Grobb 

E. To the lnnothule Swamp 

_____ .., - ---
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A. Emerald Warriors I. Sparkling Glass 

B. Songweavers J. Bank of Kelethin 

c. Scouts ofTunare K. Heartwood Tavern 

D. Faydark's Champions L. Sleepy Willow Inn 

E. Soldiers ofTunare M. Elevator 

F. Bilrio's Smithy N. Elevator 

G. Trueshot's Bows 0. Elevator 

H. Packwearer's Goods P. To the Greater Faydark 

A. Underfoot Hall G. Stormhammer Hold 

B. Underfoot Cathedral H. Butcherblok Gate 

c. Ratsbone Treasury I. The Pit 
and Assay Office J. To the Butcherblok 

D. Greybloom Farms Mountains 

E. Everhot Forge K. Mine Cap 

F. Stormguard Hall 
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A. The Lodge of Dead 

B. Hall of Ebon Mask 

c. The Spires of lnnoruuk 

D. The Spurned 

E. Indigo Brotherhood 

F. To the Nektulos Forest 

G. The Burnished Coin 

A. Sluice ofOggok 

B. Green blood 
Guild 

c. Citadel of Praak 

D. Lether Armer 

E. Meet and Drink A. Clarihouse of the Si lent Fist I. Crow's Pub and Casino 
Tew Bie B. Iron Forge Estate J. Merchant's Square 

F. Skull of c. The Temple of Life I<. Clock of Ak'Anon 
Murdunk D. Lion ' s Mane Inn and Tavern L. Th e Wind Spirit 's Song 

G. Oggok's Keep E. Hall of Steel M. Hall of Sorcery 
H. Fortress of War 

F. Grounds of Fate N. To Qeynos Hill s 
I. To the Feerrott 

G. The House ofThunder 0. Erud 's Crossing 
J. Komarr's Caves 

H. Qeynos Port Authority 
K. Metil Armer ... - .., 
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A. Tower of Death F. Fortress Talishan 

B. Court of Pain G. To Warslick's Woods 

C. The Block H. To the Field of Bone 

D. Temple ofTerror I. To the Lake of Ill Omen 

E. The Gauntlet J. To the Swamp of No Hope 
A. Chapel of Mischief 

B. The Guardian Stronghold 

C. Tagglefoot's Farmstead 

D. The Fool 's Gold 

E. To the Misty Thicket 

F. To the Kithicor Wood s 
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SOLISTKINSLAN'S MAP OFTHURGADIN 

M AP K EY: 

A. Temple of Brell 
B. Paladin's Guild 
C. Thurgadin Exchange 
D. Remembrance Park 
E. To Icewell Keep 

F. To the mines. 

G. The Velium Keg 
H. Merchant Shops 
I. Guard House 
J. Breakstone Bridge 
K Exit 

NOTES 
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SUPPORT AND CREDITS 
7 

There may be times during play where you find yourself in need of some help, 
whether it comes in the form of information , assistance, or the occasional 
divine intervention . During these times, your best bet is to turn to EverQuest's 
battalion of Game Masters . 

GMs are not there to help you if you become lost, to resurrect your character 
if you die, or to provide any sort of special favors . The purpose of the Game 
Masters is to make sure that everyone playing has an enjoyable experience 
without the hindrance of unforeseen problems. Some GMs will have greater or 
lesser powers, depending upon their status within the game and may have to 
refer your problem to someone higher up. 

Contacting a Eame c..Jl1,aster 
To seek help, type / petition , followed by a brief message. 

Since thousands of players may be on line at the same time, GMs may be 
swamped responding to other players' calls. Your petition is received and 
noted as soon as you send it, and a GM will help you as soon as he or she 
can . This may take a few moments, so please be patient. Do not send 
repeated petitions, as you may anger the gods. 

When you are contacted , explain your situation. The GM will ask for more 
information if necessary. You can help the GM by conducting yourself in a calm , 
rational manner and by editing your problem down to the relevant details . Be 
patient and your problems will be solved if they fall within the rules of the game. 

Special Eame c..Jl1,aster Commands ("I') 
/ petition Speak to a Game Master. 

/ who gm all View list of all Game Masters who are currently in 
the game. 

Obtaining 'lechnical Support 
Due to variations in today's hardware and software, please check the 
following before you attempt to contact Customer Service: 

+ Your computer meets or exceeds the EverQuest System Requirements (or 
www.everquest.com) . 

+ You 've installed the proper version of Direct>< and all hardware drivers (such 
as sound/ video cards) . 

+ You ' re using supported sound and video cards (see System Requirements 
or www.everquest.com) . 

+ You're properly connected to the Internet through your Internet Service Provider. 

E-MAIL 

TELEPHONE 

STANDARD MAIL 

Eame 2-telp 

You may contact Verant Interactive regarding 
technical support by e-mailing Verant Technical 
Support at EQMAIL@station.sony.com. For billing 
or account problems, e-mail the Station Customer 
Service Department at account@station.sony.com . 
A technical support representative will respond to 
your question as quickly as possible, however, 
response times may vary depending on the volume 
of e-mails received by the Customer Service 
department. 

For technical problems, contact EverQuest 
Technical Support at (858) 537-0898, Monday
Friday from 8 :30am to 5:30pm PT (11 :30am to 
8:30pm ET) , except holidays . 

SOE/Verant Interactive 
Attn: EverQuest Technical Support 
8928 Terman Court 
San Diego, CA 92121 

The following web sites have a broad collection of official game information : 

http://www.eqhq.com 

http://www.station.sony.com/ everquest/ 
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Brod McQuoid 

Producer 
Jeff Butler 

Associate Producer 
Gordon Wrinn 

Programmers 
Steve Clove.'i Roy Elthom, Todd Schmidt, 
and Roger uzun 

Additional Programmers 
Milo D. Cooper Jason Polk, 
and Nathan Hill (Creative Lobs) 

Art Director 
Rosie Cosgrove 

lead Artist 
Scott McDoniel 

lead Chorocter Artist 
Rick Schmitz 

Indoor Zone Team lead 
Vu Nguyen 

Artists 
Ronnie Ashlock, Mi lo D. Cooper, Sobrino Fox, 
Louro Janczewski, Mourie Manning, Kelsey McNoir, 
Ken Meyer Jr., David Nevala, Bob Pointer, 
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Additional Artists 
Patrick Ho, Doug Johnson, Brandon McDonold, 
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Lead Gome Designer 
Bill Trost 

Gome Designers 
John Capozzi, Lynn Corrick, Bill Coyle, Don Enright, 
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Additional Gome Designers 
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Sound and Music 
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Testers 
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Technical Support Surervisors 
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Jeremy Swanson, Luke Brody, Moll Kwid, Michael 
Turner, Note Wright, Nathan Blomberg, Patrick 
O'Horo, and Sotoo Minomi 

EverQuest Front-end, Station Integration, and 
Web Team 
Travis Boll, Tim Cox, Poul Connelloh Dove Dhunjishow, 
Todd federmon, Steve fuller, Mars o Goraewski, 
Hollis Gray, Monie Greene, Eric Hagstrom, 
Morie Harrington, Chris Hooton, Graeme Ing, Clayton 
Kroh, lorry Liberty, Mike Meyer, Bob Mitchell, Mike 
Murphy, David Souter, Rich Sjoberg, Stacey Sofia, 
Mike Thompson, Paul Tighe, Steve Tsuyuki, and 
Michael Tucker 

Executive Director of Marketing and PR 
Scoff McDaniel 

Soles, Marketing, and Public Relations Team 
Christy frills, Lisa Leyba, Tommy Tsuyuki, 
and Bill Linn and Erico Kohnke of Linn Public 
Relations 

Chief Executive Officer 
Kelly flock 

Chief Operations Officer 
John Smedley 

Chief Technology Officer 
Russell Shanks 

Vice President, Premium Gomes 
Brod McQuoid 

Vice President, Sales and Marketing 
Don Vercelli 

Vice President and General Counsel 
Andy Zoffron 

The EverQuest team would like to thunk 
(in no particular order): 
Clint Worley, Kevin McConn, Rich Vogel, John 
Donhom, Andy Sites, Kevin Buco, Mork Botto, Marsha 
Gygox, Cris Colsodo, Kerry Hopkins Moddog Devine, 
Tino Cruz, Tracy Schuhwerk, Richard Gorriol, Jim lee, 
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Crowe T. Ro of, Sue Wilson-Schmitz, Bill Coyle Sr., 
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Brodder Foomymugs, John Kelley, Robert Lipson, 
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Sony Computer Entertainment Americo, M:TG, AD&D, 
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Ultimo Online, Asheron 's Coll, Meridian 59, 
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s~oilers), the EverOuesl beta testers, ond of course oll 
of the EverQuesl fans out there for continued unwo· 
vering support thot begon over o year before release 
ond continues onword, and the countless others whom 
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nonetheless. 
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EverQuest: The Ruins of Kunork 

EverQuest designed by Brod McQuoid, Steve 
Clover, Bill Trost, and the EverQuest Team 

Producers 
Brod McQuoid & Andrew Sites 

Assistant Producer 
Mike Hutchins 

Lead Programmer 
Roger Uzun 

Programmers 
Steve Clover 
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John Buckley, Milo D. Cooper, Eric Hogstrum, 
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Kevin Burns, Milo D. Cooper, Rick Johnson, 
Brandon McDonald, Rick Schmitz and Bill Trost 
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Rosie Cosgrove, Keith Parkinson, Rich Sjoberg 
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Bill Trost 
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Kevin Burns, Bill Coyle Sobrino Fox, 
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Vu Nguyen, Ryon Palacio, Mott Yoney 
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Jason Polk, Joe Russo, Todd Schmidt, and Thomas 
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Tyler Sargent & Robert Hanz 
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Robert Hill 

Testers 
Jose Araiza, Jason Biltz & Ester Souter 

Technical Coordinator 
Jeff Boloris 
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John Rod & Derrell Jenkins 

Internet Relations Manager 
Gordon Wrinn 
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Russell Shanks, Rich Sjoberg, 
Chris Trichel, and Lourie fuller 

Customer Service Manager 
Thom Terrazas 

Assistant Customer Service Manager 
Charles Flock 

Lead Gome Masters 
Morlan Borroquillo, Michelle Butler, Lynn Corrick, 
Mork Holosh, Dove Jedd, Dove Nevala, Lydia Pope 
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Alan Crosby, Jeremy Ellis, Doniel Enrig ht 
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Tech Support 
Robert Boutislo, Luke Brody, Will Figgins, Monie 
Greene,Potrick Murphy, Chris Richard, Chris Trichel 

President & CEO 
John Smedley 

Executive Vice President 
Brod McQuoid 

Chief Technology Officer 
Russell Shanks 

Director of Soles & Channel Marketing 
Don Vercelli 

Controller 
Cris Colsodo 

The EverQuest team would like to thunk 
lin no particular order): 
Clint Worley, Kevin McConn,Brion Hook, Kevin Boca, 
Mork Botto, Shon Damron Hunter Luisi, Marsha 
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Brad McQuaid 
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John Buckley 
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Bill Trost 
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Joy Barbeau 
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and the countless others whom we've unintentionally 
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EVERQUESt: • 
SCA~ OF VELIOVS 

G00D HUnT1nt 0UT In VELl0US 

Time to pick fights with the giants, so to 
speak. You just bought SCARS OF VELIOUS, 
you're envious of all the amazing loot trickling 
back from the new continent, and you're Itch· 
ing to take on some truly tough critters. This 
is starting to sound just llke the release of 
RUINS OF KUNARK. In its first few months, 
KUNARK was filled with relatively empty zones, 
but all that changed when people spent more 
time in it and started thwacking away for big
ger and better adventures and loot. Now. it's 
not uncommon to see a hundred people In 
Lake of Ill Omen or Overthere. Looks like 
VELIOUS Is going to experience a similar boom, 
so before everyone else starts filing in and 
futzmg with the economy. here are some of 
the highlights of VELIOUS. 

TRUE T0WER 0F fR0ZEn SHAD0W 

If you ever took the boat to Vellous. you ran 
by the Tower of Frozen Shadow. where Tserrina 
lives. If you are still at level 54 or lower, 
there'll be monsters to challenge your party. 
However. Tserrina herself is well worth hunt· 
ing. The problem is. she's on the seventh 
floor, and unless someone has her key (which 
she always seems to be dropping), be pre
pared for several stages of dungeon crawling, 
as the keys for each level fall off of triggered 
MOBS. 

Unless your Snarer happens to be your main 
tank, it's probably not even worth It to try and 
Snare. If you are going to try, make sure the 
torches ln the other room are cleared. When 
the not-Snared vampire or Tserrina gets hit. 
they'll start running. If they're In the bat hall, 
their pathfindlng will take them back into the 
torch room. A full respawn in the torch room 
translates into eight angry torches, which 
adds a lot to the already difficult-to-handle 
vampire or Tserrina. You'll end up doing CPR 
with a vampire or Tserrma wandering amongst 
the corpses. 

What you do want is to make sure the party 
has the best magic.resistance buff 
possible. Tserrlna will charm and fear, among 
other things. A good damage shield on the 
tanks never hurts, and nukers should wait. If 
possible, until Tserrina's down to half before 
hitting her with Wizard Lures. Mage fire spells, 
In particular, have been known to stick only 
partially. When Tserrina gets down on health, 
she'll try to run or Gate. so you want to finish 
her off fast. If she successfully Gates, she'll 
start summoning players one by one and 
devouring them. 

If you successfully slay Tserrlna, her key will 
let you get to the room of mirrors, which 1s off 
the spiral staircase from the left mirror on the 
first floor. From now on. you can go back to 
visit Tserrina without having to climb seven 
floors each time. She also drops an array of 

l'M SO VAIN In my attempt to establish "street cred," 
here I am, sporting Tserrina's robe and her staff. 

Okay, say you've finally managed to get to 
the seventh floor. Unless Tserrina Is up and 
walking around. the first step ls to fight your 
way to the room with the spiral staircase and 
secure 1t. This room has at least e1gM spawn 
points for torches and familiars. Their 
respawn 1s rather quick. so It's Important to 
make sure this room Is handled before you 
start pulling the four bats In the hall hidden 
behind the Dracollche tapestry. These bats 
are the first 1ncarnat1on of either an enraged 
vampire or Tserrina herself; either way. the 
creature spawns Immediately out of the bat's 
corpse after 1t Is slain {similar to black reavefs 
In City of Mist). 

Whether Tserrina or an enraged vampire 
appears, there are ways to go about winning. 
Rrst of all, both creatures are highly magic· 
resistant. so don't expect a Snare to stick. 

-
ANGRY HUNGRY VAMPS Bo careful when klltlng b11J In 
the Tower, as they may spawn enraged vampires or 
Tserrlna herself. 

DAVEY AND 60LY When you're hunting in the Eastern Wastes, watch -but don't get Involved in -fights like this. 

no-drop caster items with reasonably nice stats 
and a unique look. By the way. there's a rumor 
that the tower has an eighth floor. Rve of the 
six mirrors in the room of mirrors will exit a play· 
er from the tower to somewhere outside In 
lceclad. The sixth mirror doesn't seem to do 
anything when any of the Tower keys are tned 
on it. If you identify some of Tserrina·s items, 
there'll be some cryptic statements that could 
help you discover the final secrets of the Tower. 

0UTD00R HUnTlnG In 

EASTERn WASTES 
Druids around Norrath are now calling 

Eastern Wastes their new home away from 
home. The appeal comes from the multitude of 
campsites, as well as plenty of wanderers 
across the zone for players between levels 30 
and 50. Here are some examples: 

-The Ry'Gorr hut near the bridge. This 
was the first Mgreat camping spot, M because 
originally there was a level 47-ish Oracle on a 
five-minute timer dropping amazing loot. Even 
though that particular Oracle has gone. the spot 

WAR WITH WARDEN If you m this guy, do not Snara him. 
He's immune and will summon three guards If you try. 

OTIER FOOLERY Check out Cobalt Scar, a cool. underuti· 
lized zone lilled with wacky monsters like the Otter King. 

ls stlll a great camp for players between levels 
30 through 40 to get some experience pomts 
and some high.quality Ry'Gorr gear. 

-The Ry'Gorr Fortress ln the center of the 
zone. There's room for a lot of ore hunters and 
great monsters such as Chief Ry'Gorr (who 
drops the coveted breastplate of the Ry'Gorr 
armer set). You can pretty much hunt for the 
complete set of Ry'Gorr armer from the 
fortress, with the exception of the Cloak of the 
Ry'Gorr Oracles. Go hunt some Oracles in the 
Crystal Caverns for one of those. 

-Ulthorks. Walruses. and Rhinos near the 
Kromnf Prison on the North Shore. If you are 1n 
the high 30s. you can get great experience 
points from thwacking these goons. You can 
also get Ulthork Hide armor here (It's the 
ornate. brown-colored armor). Go south of Kael 
to pick up some Ulthorl< breastplate and leg
gings after ga1nmg a few levels. 

Velious is a continually evolvmg continent. but 
this should give you a solid foundation toward 
gaining great experience points and loot. until 
Verant decides to drop Frost Giants all over the 
place .... @ 

.. 

TOP FIVE VELIOUS 
SPELLS: 
5. Boon of the Garou (level 44 

enchanter spell): Not only does 
this make your fnends look like a 
werewolf, It also gives a huge dex· 
terity buff to boot. watch your 
weapons shce through the air like 
mad I 

4. Celestlal Healing (level 44 
cleric): Healing over time! This is 
the new hot button being pressed 
all over Norrath, now. 

3. Enchant Vellum Bar (level 44 
enchanter): Bah! Who needs a 
Vellum Blue Diamond Bracelet any
more? 

2. Monster Summoning II (level 50 
mage): Say hello to my friend. a 
level·50 Sand Giant named 
Gabarnl 

1. Translocate (level 50 wizard): 
Hmm, zaps a player back to their 
bind point. So, wizards got their 
equivalent of Call of Hero and 
Summon Corpse. 

FIVE l'nOST AnnOYlnG 

VELIOUS rnonSTERS: 

5. Ry'Gorr Avengers: Imagine. a 
squad of SoW-speed ores. ready 
to filet their way through anyone 
hanging around Ry'Gorr fortress 
when Chief Ry'Gorr gets killed. 

4. Sirens: "Silly player, JUSt because 
you have 164 magic resistance 
and are six levels above me 
doesn't mean I can't charm you 
and make you nuke your friends." 
Earplugs won't work this time. 

3. Wuoshl: It's bad enough running 
through the entire city of Kael 
without any gear so you can get 
your corpse back in the Wakening 
Lands. Then you notice a dragon 
with a range of half a mile. stand· 
ing above your corpse. 

2. Holgresh: They're extremely tough 
for their levels, but 1f you want 
some new VEUOUS spells or some 
of those sweet moJo sticks, you're 
gonna need to suck it up and hit 
these guys. 

1. Snow Dervishes: Everywhere 1n 
lceclad and the Eastern Wastes. 
They make their presence known 
with a loud noise and always 
seem to be smacking you when 
you port mto lceclad. 
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CHECK CARD NOT ACCEPTED Oubide 
Cabilis, near the guards. where you can sell to 

merchants. 

wood elf section. 
Other good magician races include gnomes 

and humans. 

IKSAR nECROll1AnCER 

The lizardlike lksar are a hated race, so 
you'll have problems In other cities once you 
venture off the continent of Kunark. The good 
news Is that you don't ever really have to leave 
Kunark if you don't want to. The 1ksar have a 
natural regeneration ability. so you'll gain hit 
points back faster as you rest, which is invalu
able. 

What I like about playing an lksar necro
mancer Is that you get a spell. Dark Pact, that 
slowly drains your hit points and puts them into 
your mana pool. The lskar's regeneration abill· 
ty means that you can sit and actually regain 
hit polnts while under the Influence of this 
spell, so you get a much faster mana regener
ation rate as a result. 

The necromancer Is really one of most enter
taining classes to play. You get a skeleton pet 
that laughs maniacally, and praises you when 
you give it a command. You also get more 
spells than you can really afford: defensive 
spells. spells to boost your abllltles. spells to 
drain health from your enemies and transfer it 
to you, direct damage spells, spells that weak
en your enemy, and more. You have a wide vari
ety of tactical choices In combat with your spell 
arsenal. 

As an lksar. you'll start in the city of Cabllls. 
You'll fight outside East Cabilis initially, battling 
decaying skeletons and scaled wolf pups. 

Then, at about levels 5 and 6, you'll want to 
start venturing into the Field of Bones. You'll 
battle a wide range of sketetons-lksar ban
dits. brigands and marauders, various 
beetles. scaled wolves. scaled wolf hunters, 
and bonecrawlers. 

One of the better newbie quests In the game 
Is the Curscale Armor quest. Find Klok Mugrok 
in the Haggle Baron store In Cabllis next to the 
Court of Pain. Tell him you"ll perform a small 
service. He'll then give you a pack to fill with 
eight scaled cur hides you'll snag off dead 
scaled wolf pups. Fill It. press "Combine,· 
bring It back to Klok, and he'll give you a ran
dom piece of curscale armer and good experi
ence. One of the nice things about this quest 
Is that you'll find a lot or dead cubs that you 
can loot, because players kill them for experi-

ence points and don't bother with the hides. 
The other good races for necromancers are 

the darl< elves (a lot of fun too). the gnomes, 
and the erudites. 

ERUDITE WIZARD 

There's something appealing about playing a 
wizard In EVERQUEST. It's not the most popular 
class, and it gets harder and harder to solo as 
a wizard as you advance, but you get the most 
powerful offensive spells in the game at high 
levels. You can really blast away. 

The Erudlns have the highest natural 
Intelligence of all the races; you can have a 
higher intelligence rating as an erudite wizard 
than as another race. lntelllgence equals 
mana, so you can cast more spells before rest
ing to replenish your mana. This fs the sole 
advantage to playing an erudite. If you're will· 
Ing to get by with a little less mana, try a darl< 
elf wizard. 

Your starting city is Erudin. Complete your 
initial quest. and then venture out Into Toxxulia 
Forest. The great drawback to playing an eru
dite wizard will then become apparent as night 
falls: You can't see worth a damn. You'll need 
a source of light. or you'll get lost if you stray 
too far from the entrance to Erudln where the 
guards are. Sphere of Light is the spell you 
want for your light source. 

The initial creatures you'll battle are snakes, 
widow hatchllngs, and kobold runts. A good 
strategy for a young wizard is to stand as far 
away as you can from your quarry and cast 
Shock of Frost. Make sure you have your 
Shieldlng spell on as well. As the creature 
charges. hit your attack key so you automati
cally melee with the creature when It closes, 
and begin to cast another Shock of Frost. Keep 
attacking, trying to cast the Shock spell until 
one of you is dead. At level 4, you'll still be 
adventuring In the same area. but you get new 
spells. Root and Shock of Fire are your staples 
now. Cast Root and It will hold the creature In 
place while you repeatedly casl Shock on it. 
The problem with Root is that it's unpre
dictable. Sometimes it won't work, but will still 
anger the creature. Sometimes It will only hold 
the creature for a few seconds. Okiels 
Radiation Is another nice spell at level 4. It 
puts a minor damage shield on your wizard. 
and every time a monster hits the wizard, the 
monster takes two points of damage. 

-

You also get Fade and Gate at level 4. Fade 
Is a short. random transpcrt. Try to get it off 
when you're In trouble, and you may get far 
enough away to cast a Root on your enemy. 
Gate will transport you back to your bind spot. 

At level 8, you continue to get more powerful 
versions of the shield and shock spells. You'll 
have graduated to skeletons and larger 
kobolds. You'll probably want to group as much 
as posslble. too. You can solo, but you'll die a 
bit more often than some classes when your 
Root spell doesn't worl<. 

The best quest for your Erudln wizards is the 
skeleton chips quest. Talk to the priest In the 
Temple of Quelllous In Erudln, and tell her you 
want to battle the undead. She'll give you a box 
that you then fill with six bone chips from skele
tons or decaying skeletons and return. You'll 
get experience paints and a random item 
that's often nice. Another easy quest Is to kill 
the poachers and return their heads to the pal
adin guard outside the gate. @ 

LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG HEAD You'll go Inside Kaladim, 
the mighty fortress housing the dwarven race, to deliver 
the Crushbone belts to complete the quesl 

US ANO THEM Giant sca11bs sometimes yield pristine 
shellsthatare1questcomponentforarmorforth1 
"short'' races -halflings, dwarves, and gnomes. 
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soloing. They eventually get a nice combination 
of spells that allow them to run faster (Spirit of 
Wolf}, cause their opponents to run slower 
(Snare), and damage their opponent over time. 
They also have instant damage spells and nice 
shield spells, and can melee fairly well at the 
lower levels. The other classes can solo to 
some extent, but these four are the champs. 

GETTlnG STARTED 

No matter what character type and class you 
choose to play, there are a few things you 
should do before you take your first step. 

First, think about remapping your keyboard. I 
like to remap the movement keys to the famil
iar WASD first-person-shooter movement keys. 
You may be happy using the arrow keys for 
movement, but the one key you should defi
nitely remap Is the anack key. The default Is for 
the "A" key to start an anack. If you have 
clicked on an NPC vendor to buy or sell some
thing and accidentally hit the "A" key, you'll 
anack the vendor. You'll also be dead In about 
one second as the NPCs anack back with a 

fury. Change the anack key to something else 
that you won't easily hit. 

The other thing you'll want to do is check 
your inventory and outfit your character. You'll 
have a weapon in there. You'll also have a 
scroll that contains your first quest. which 
involves finding your guild master and deliver
ing the scroll to him or her. You want to do this; 
you'll earn a nice little experience point boost 
as well as an item. You can also use some 
training points to start your important skills. 
Put one point In each of your class-specific 
skills, such as one-hand slash or bash for fight
er types, for example, and sklll Points into the 
various magic schools. such as evocation. 
Now. here are some tips for getting a quick 
start with some selected race/class combina
tions. 

HALFLlnG DRUID 

You'll love playing as a halfllng druid. Not 
only are you as cute and lovable as a Disney 
character, you'll eventually get one of the 
game's most coveted spells, Spirit of Wolf. (If 

.. 

you play a druid and then start a new charac
ter that doesn't get this spell, you'll be amazed 
how anyone can play without It.) You'll be 
everyone·s friend, and you'll be able to solo 
pretty well for a long time. You can also forage 
for food. so you'll rarely be hungry. 

Playing a halfllng druid 1s also nice because 
your newbie zone, Misty Thicket. Is one of the 
best In the game. It's well-balanced, protected 
by guards you can run to when you get In trou
ble, and even has a vendor or two In the little 
houses where you can sell your booty If you 
don't feel like zoning Into R1vervale. 

To start, you'll want to explore the area of 
Misty Thicket right outside the entrance to 
R1vervale. There you'll fight bats. rats, fire bee
tles. snakes. bixies, and goblin whelps until 
you get no experience for them. which wlll be at 
about level 5. Then you'll move past the guards 
onto the further areas of Misty Thicket, where 
you'll fight giant wasps, tree snakes. large and 
giant bats, as well as a couple of goblln camps 
and one ore camp. The ores will be too difficult, 
but the goblins should be within your reach as 

you get near level 10. 
In general. there are two creatures to watch 

out for. In the newbie area. the queen fire bee
tle Is deadly. In the more advanced area, a gob
lin wizard named Moote roams around and can 
be a problem. 

A good fighting strategy Is to cast Snare 
on the creature so you can outrun it if things go 
bad. and then alternately use your "burst of" 
spell, Aamelick, and your melee attack to bat
tle. 

Good Quests for young druids include the 
Bug Collector quest that you'll get from Blixxln 
Entopop. Talk to him, and he will tell you about 
his bug collection. If you ask him about it. he'll 
give you the list of things that go 1n the bug col
lect1on: fire beetle eye. splderling eye, spider· 
ling leg, giant fire beetle leg, giant wasp wing, 
and giant scarab egg sac. Put all six In the Bug 
Collection Box, press "Combine" to complete 
Bug Collection. and then give it to Bllxxin for a 
reward and experience points. 

Another good quest is the Deputy Tagil. Go to 
Uner Gnarltrunk at the druid farm and talk to 
him. He'll give you a note to take to Deputy 
Tagil at the Misty Thicket/Rivervale entrance. 
Give the note to Tagll, who pays you, and then 
return the payment to Uner. You'll get experi
ence points, money, and a minor item. 

Finally. when you fight goblins you'll often get 
Runnyeye warbeads. Save these to give to 
Sheriff Roglio In town and you'll get some expe
rience points. Eventually, after you give him 
hundreds (literally), you can visit Marshal 
Ghobber and ask him If you're part of 
the "Wall." If you are, he'll give you a nice 

Deliver the belts and shoulderpads lo Canoa Nusback lo 
getexperiencepoinls,money,andanicereward . 

The skeleton band In an Inn In Paineel. This Is a city for evil characters. but you might be able lo sneak In. 

magic rlng. 
Another good druid race is the wood elf. 

Also, the shaman class Is very similar to the 
druid class. Good shaman classes include the 
barbarians, trolls, and ogres. 

W00D ELF RAnGER 

If you want to be a master of the forest, 
these guys are top shelf. The ranger class is 
primarily a melee class, but you do get some 
spells. so it's a bit more interesting than just 
wading In with a sword. What's nice about the 
wood elf Is that you get the Hide and Track abil-
1t1es right away. Use Track to find creatures 
right then instead of running around blindly like 
the other classes. and use Hide when you have 
to rest. All but Undead creatures will not see 
you when you're hidden. 

The wood elf starts ln Kelethin, the tree city. 
Don't fall off the bridgesl You'll do your fight· 
Ing In Greater Faydark up until level 10 or so. 
You'll fight wasps, bats, decaying skeletons, 
and ore pawns early on. Always know where 
the lifts are that will get you up In the trees, 
because that's where the guards are. 

Once you get to about level 6, go to Ore Hill 
near the ore hft. Ask other players-everyone 
knows where lt Is. Here you'll fight ore oracles 
and centurions. Not only are these great expe
rience-point getters, they will often give you 
nice treasure like leather armer parts. Also. 
ores and centurions sometimes drop 
Crushbone belts: save these! Take these to 
Canloe Nusback in the warriors guild in the 
dwarven city of Kaladlm. This Is one of the 
best young character quests In the game. Not 
only do you get a nice experience point boost 
for every few belts (or shoulderpads) you give 
Canloe, he gives you some money and a piece 
of armer. You can wear the armer or sell it. This 
quest Is so helpful and wlll boost you up In lev· 
els so fast. that every young player on Faydwer 
(gnomes, dwarves, and high elves) should do 
it. Just get yourself bound to the ore lift. 

The fighting style of the wood elf ranger Is 
pretty simple. Use one-handed weapons 
because at level 17 you will get dual wield, so 
you might as well get good at one-handed 
attacks. You don't get any spells until level 9, 

.. 

so until then you're a melee class. Use 
Tracking to find the creatures you can beat 
without taking too much damage, and remem
ber to sit when you heal. When you can. group 
after level 4. 

Other good ranger races include humans and 
half elves. 

HIGH ELF FhAGICIAn 

The high elves are the haughty, nose-stuck
up-in-the-air race, but for good reason. Tall and 
graceful, they live in one of the prenlest cities 
in the game, Felwithe. and their princess Is fea
tured on the EVERQUEST box. That will give you 
a swelled head. The maglcian class Is a pet 
class like the necromancer, but you don't get 
your pet until level 4. Magicians do get food 
and water summoning spells, so you'll never 
go hungry. Eventually you'll be able to summon 
magic weapons too, which Is great for fighting 
monsters that are immune to normal attacks. 
like ghouls. 

The magicians should fight right outside the 
Felwithe gates at first. Wasps, bats, decaymg 
skeletons, and ore pawns abound. You're a 
weak fighter. but you can still do some damage 
with your dagger. For the first three levels. all 
you can really do is cast a Shielding on your
self, and use Burst of Flame and your dagger 
to attack enemies. Once you get to level 4 you 
get new spells. lncludlng ... your pet spelll 

You can summon one of four types of ele· 
mentals: earth, air, water, and fire. Air is prob
ably the weakest. Fire is also weak, but every 
time It's hit. it does burn damage. Water and 
earth elementals are good choices. You also 
get your Gate spell. which transports you back 
to your bind spot. This Is your escape hatch for 
when things go wrong; gate away from trouble. 

Your fighting strategy with a pet is simple: 
Let 1t do most of the work. What you wan\ to do 
Is cast a Burn spell on the monster, and then 
have your pet attack it. Hot-key your pet com
mands-anack, back off, etc. Keep casting 
Burn as your pet attacks, and when your pet's 
health is low. step In and melee so the mon
ster wlll attack you Instead of your pet. 

The best young quest is again the 
Crushbone belt quest as discussed in the 
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S
moke 'em if you got 'em. soldiers. 
No. scratch that. The Wizard 

General has said they' re bad for your 
health-lowers your hit points or some
thing like that. So you· re here because 
you want to be a hero in the world of 
Norrath? Get in line. You may think it's 
easy slapping on a scabbard and helmet 
and going out to slay rats and snakes. 
but it ain't. You're green and you don't 
even know the business end of a rusty 
longsword yet. That's okay. though. 
We'll get you shipshape in no time. 
Before you know it. you'll be killing giant 
wasps. and then ores, and then some
day. if you work hard and keep your wits 
about you. maybe even a ghoul or two. 
Just follow these instructions, and you'll 
zoom from level 1 to 10 in no time. 

BY tnARK ASH ER 
PiCKlnC A CHARACTER 

EVERQUEST is a game that requires an enormous 
amount of time to play if you Intend to advance your char· 
acter to the higher levels. As such, it's doubly, nay, tnply 
Important that you choose your character wisely. There 
really are just two types of characters: casters and tanks. 
The casters primarily attack or help out in battle by cast· 
Ing offensive, defensive, and healing spells. The tanks 
are the melee characters that fight and soak up damage 
for the group. 

There are some class types that do a little of both, such 
as druids, shamans, paladlns. shadow knights. and oth
ers, but as you reach the high levels. you'll find that you're 
really either a caster or a tank. The hybrid classes that are 
better casters, like the druids, end up being quite inef· 
fective in melee, whereas the hybrid classes that are bet
ter flghters-Uke rangers-are poor spellcasters in the 
heat of battle. 

So, keep that in mind when you select a character. 
If you're in for the long haul with EVERQUEST, eventually 
your character will be either a caster or a tank in battle. 
Choose a character that will give you the playstyle you 
enioy. 

.. 

Scnoinc vs. CROUPlnC 

EVERQUEST has been bashed for being a game that's 
Impossible to play without grouping with other players. 
Rrst, grouping Is fun, so It's worthwhile to look for groups. 
It's safer. and you'll level-up faster If you play In groups. 
Second. you can solo In EVERQUEST, but admittedly It 
does get harder and harder as you reach higher and high· 
er levels. 

You should also carefully select your character type 1f 
you expect to solo quite a bit. There are some that 
really aren't suited very well for soloing, namely the wiz· 
ard, fighter, and monk. You're eventually going to be frus· 
trated for a variety of reasons if you pick those classes 
and play alone most of the time. These really are group 
characters. 

There are some classes that are quite good at soloing, 
however. Both the magician and necromancer classes get 
pet spells which allow them to summon an elemental or 
skeleton, respectively. In effect, they create thefr own 
small group. The pet Is the fighter, staying back to cast 
spells and then knocking the monster on the noggin with 
their staves. 

The druid and shaman classes are also quite handy for 
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